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Amongst chapters oí special interest to readers oí the 
Gasettc are the following:—My Mother, King Milán, 
Queen Nathalie, the Last Obrenovich, the Peace 

Conference at The Hague.

The Memoirs of 
a Balkan Diplomatist

CHEDOMILLE MIJATOVICH.
“ .. . . .a document which will attract students of European 
history."—TTie Times.

a contribution. at once authentic and impartía!. to a 
historic.il study of the antecedent events in the Hast. which Cnally 
developed into a world-war The veteran diplomatist has met all 
the chief actors on the Balkan staíe; he conducts us behind the 
scenes of an ever-cbanging drama.. . . The reader will fiad 
’between the lines' . . . many íacts demanding deep refiection."— 
Da.Iy Telegrafih"
"........... of poignant interest to all who study the human aspect ’ W
of things. On the psychic side. we have some of the author's views 
on Spiritualism."—Lighi. . _ ...

With 4 Photogravures. 16/- Net. . $

“To students of psychical subjects, I commend the work of my 
friend. J. ArthUr Hill."—Sir. Olivec . Lodge, F.R.S.. author of 

»■ Raymond.

Psychical Investigations i
J ARTHUR HILL.

“............a piece of conscientious scienüfic inquiry and excellent
Eterary workmanship........... the author is so engagingly frank and
so conversational in bis style that he will weary none, even wbile ' 
he is dealing exhaustively with a complex and abstruse subject’’— k . . 
Iniemaftonol Psvehic Oaseite.
“........... the fine reverence with which great themes are touched ’l
.............. abook withan atmosphere."—Lighi. \ 
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fourth edition
of this Remarkable Boofc,

“SPEAKING ACROSS 
THE BORDER-IINE."

F. HESLOP,
Being Letters from a H usband in y¡ ■
Spirit Life to bis Wife on Earth, 
including “A Ray of Light on

the Atonement.”
“ A book full of beautiful loving 
and helpful spiritual guidance 
and philosophic teaching on 
many subjects, showingmundane 
affairs in a difieren t light as seen 
from the spiritual world and

v * giving courage, hope and com-
. íort to those who are sutfering.”

Crown 8vo. Bound Art Linen, 2¡6 net. Post 
free, 2¡9. Pafcr Back, 1¡6 net. Post free, 1¡8
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Vitic Rod restores Energy.
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Vitic Rod brings Sleep.

Cali or Write for . Booklet No. 16.
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‘A RIFT IN THE VEIL’
t A BEAUTIFUL SONG

Written and Conyiosed by Mr. CECIL HUSK.

. • i • V.

COME of Mr. Husk’s friends have 
published 1,000 copies of this song 

and music, composed by Mr. Cecil Husk, 
the veteran médium. The price is 2/- 
per copy, post free, ahd the whole pro* 
ceeds go to Mrs. Duffus’ Fund for the 
support of Mr. Husk, who has been 
confined to bed for nearly three years.
It is hoped every friend interested in the 
Spiritualist Cause will purchase a copy 
for the benefit of this Médium who has 
convinced so many people of the real 

truth of a Hereafter.

All orders should be sent with Money Order for 2l- 
to Mrs. Duffus, Penniwells, Elstree, Herís.
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Our Outlook Tower.
A GREAT SPIRITUALIST PLAY.

MOR. H. B. IRVING has put on the stage oí 
the Savoy Theatre another remarkable 
play by Mr. Walter Hackett, entitled 

The Invisible Foe. It may be fairly regarded 
as a natural successor to “ The Barton Mystery ’’ 
by the same author, which as we pointed out 
at the time laid just emphasis on the reality and 
importance to mankind of psychic faculties, 
in spite of their being sometimes prostituted to 
base and selftsh uses by unprincipled charlatans. 
In The Invisible Foe, Mr.. Hackett does 
a similar service, in face of a widespread, though 
we believe a diminishing, popular prejudice, for 
the belief in human survival and the possibility 
of communication between those here and those 
who have passed beyond. It is a courageous 
thing to do at the present time when Church 
and State are actively tabooing such ideas as 
" of their father, the Devil,” and consigning 
conscientious believers in them to ignominious 
punishment in prison cells. But this is only 
what we have been taught to expect of The Stage 
which so often instructs us by representing faith- 
fully facts as they are—not as it wishes them to 
be, or not to be, which is one of the glaring sins 
of the Church. Truth . is stronger, if stranger, 
than the pious fictions of antiquated creeds, 
and that perhaps is why we sometimes hear 
enthusiastic avowals that one good play Í6 worth 
more to us—stirs us more to nobler aims—than 
many lame and halting sermons!

The story of The Invisible Foe may be 
briefly indicated. Richard Bransby, a wealthy 
merchant, has associated with him in his business 
two nephews, Stephen and Hugh Pryde. The 
former has lust for power in the world, and is 
unscrupulous as to the means by which he may 
acquire it. The latter is a more lovable type, 
even though he has been known to gamble and 
find himself in the meshes of money-lenders. 
Bransby has heart-trouble and has been bidden 
by his doctor to leave business severely alone for 
the time being. In spite of this, Morton Grant, 
his aged confidential clerk, calis to see him in 
the library of his house, which (probably to meet 
the demands of war economy) remains the scene 
of the three acts in the play. Grant iníorms 
his master that the firms’ accountants had dis- 
covered a shortage of £10,000 in a certain account. 
Alterations in the ledger, apparently in Hugh 
Pryde’s handwriting, point to him as the cülprit. 
Bransby is deeply distressed by this revelation 
of robbery by his own flesh and blood, for he 
loved the boy. He insists on Hugh’s giving up 
his commission in the army, and forbids a proposed 
engagement to his daughter Helen, until his 
innocence is established. Immediatelv thereafter 

After six months Helen and Hugh are léd inde- 
pendently to the lihrary by unseen influences,, 
The doctor thinks these imagined; but Hélén 
who had never believed in Hugh’s guilt, was 
positive that her father was wanting to tell her 
something, and that the proofs of Hugh’s innocence 
would be found in the library. The influences 
were vague and indistinct at first, but finallyi 
they lead her to " the conféssion.” Then Helen 
said—" You see you were wrong, doctor ; Daddy 
did come tome!” The doctor replied-—“It 
may have been a coincidence; who - knows-? " 
But Helen said—" Daddy and I< know; Daddy 
and I ! ” And thus ends the play, in' which' 
Mr. Irving plays the villain’s partj as he did in 
the parts of Jekyll and Beverley, with consummate 
art and power. The Invisible Foe is of course 
Bransby,’ who though in spirit retumed '■ to clear 
Hugh’s character, and to bring to nought Stephen’s 
evil machinations. No apology of1 any sort 
is madé for this frank exposition ofSpjritualist 
doctrines, and no student of the subject- will 
fail to recognise that the play is trae in detail 
to well-established and comforting.-facts¡ in-our. 
eyeryday experience.

gg S

Mysterious Disturbance at Abbotsford.—Ir Lockr 
hart’s Lile of Sir Walter Scott, the folio wing .letter written 
by Scott to Daniel Terry on. April 3oth, 1818, is 
quoted. The present stately mansión house was ir» 
process of being built and Scott'was living in an older 
part cióse adjoining. He says—" The exposed state 
of my house, has led to a mysterious disturbance. The 
night before last we were awakened by. a violent noise, 
like drawing heavy boards along the new- part of the 
House. I fancied something had: fallen, and thought 
no more about it. This-was about:two in the-morning^ 
Last night, at the same witching hour, the very same 
noise occurred. Mrs. S., as you know, is rather timbersome, 
so up I got, with Beardie’s broadsword under-my arm— 

Bold upright
And ready. to fight.’

But nothing was out oforder.; neither can I.discoyer 
what occasioned the disturbance.” Mr. Lockh'art adds 
that on the moming that Mr. Tferry received this letter 
in London, Mr. William. Erskine was breakfasting with 
him, and the chief subject of, their conversation was 
the sudden death of George Bullock in Tenterdon Street. 
London, which had occurred' on the same night' and as 
nearly as they could ascertain at the very hour- when 
Scott was roused from his sleep byi the " mysterious 
disturbance ” described in, his letter, Erskine wrpte 
to_Scott, giving him in minute detail an,account oí. the 
death of Bullock, who had the charge of furnishing the 
new rooms at Abbotsford, and while there had madé 
himself a great favourite with oíd and young. This 
made a strong impression on Scott’s mind. but a,-weak 
or two afterwards he wrote to Terry referring to. the 
incident in somewhat lighter vein. He said+-“ Were 
you not struck with the fantastical coincidence • of i our 
nocturnal disturbances at Abbotsford ? I protest ' to 
you, the noise resembled half-a-dozen men hard at work 
putting up boards and fumiture ; and' nothing can be 
more certain than that there was nobody on the premises 
at. the time. With a few additional touchteSí. the story 
would figure in Granville or. Auhrey’s. collection. In 
the meantime you may set it.down with poor Dubisson’s 
Wamings, as a remarkable coincidence coming under
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Our Outlook Tower. 
a great spiritualist play. 
M|R. H. B. IRVING has put on the stage oí 

the Savoy Theatre another remarkable 
play by Mr. Walter Hackett, entitled 

The Invisible Foe. It may be fairly regarded 
as a natural successor to “ The Barton Mystery ” 
by the same author, which as we pointed out 
at the time laid just emphasis on the reality and 
importance to mankind of psychic faculties, 
in spite of their being sometimes prostituted to 
base and selfish uses by unprincipled charlatans. 
In The Invisible Foe, Mr.. Hackett does 
a similar service, in face of a widespread, though 
we believe a diminishing, popular prejudice, for 
the belief in human survival and the possibility 
of communication between those here and those 
who have passed beyond. It is a courageous 
thing to do at the present time when Church 
and State are actively tabooing such ideas as 
" of their father, the Devil,” and consigning 
conscientious believers in them to ignominious 
punishment in prison cells. But this is only 
what we have been taught to expect of The Stage 
which so often instructs us by representing faith- 
fully facts as they are—not as it wishes them to 
be, or not to be, which is one of the glaring sins 
of the Church. Truth. is stronger; if stranger, 
than the pious fictions of antiquated creeds, 
and that perhaps is why we sometimes hear 
enthusiastic avowals that one good play is worth 
more to us—stirs us more to nobler aims—than 
many lame and halting sermons!

The story of The Invisible Foe may be 
briefly indicated. Richard Bransby, a wealthy 
merchant, has associated with him in his business 
two nephews, Stephen and Hugh Pryde. The 
former has lust for power in the world, and is 
unscrupulous as to the means by which he may 
acquire it. The latter is a more lovable type, 
even though he has been known to gamble and 
find himself in the meshes of money-lenders. 
Bransby has heart-trouble and has been bidden 
by his doctor to leave business severely alone foj 
the time being. In spite of this, Morton Grant, 
his aged confidential clerk, calis to see him in 
the library of his house, which (probably to meet 
the demands of war economy) remains the scene 
of the three acts in the play. Grant informs 
his master that the firms’ accountants had dis- 
covered a shortage of £10,000 in a certain account. 
Alterations in the ledger, apparently in Hugh 
Pryde’s handwriting, point to him as the cúlprit. 
Bransby is deeply distressed by this revelation 
of robbery by his own flésh and blood, for he 
loved the boy. He insists on Hugh’s giving up 
his commission in the army, and forbids a proposed 
engagement to his daughter Helen, until his 
innocence is established. Immediately thereafter 
he suspects Stephen Pryde of forging his brother’s 
handwriting on the ledger, accuses him, forces 
from him' a written confession, and sends him 
off to find his brother. The excitement of this 
scene has an immediately fatal result on Bransby, 
aíter he had placed the confession between the 
leavesof-a volunte of Dickens he had been reading. 
Stephen does not then seek his brother, but 
endeavours to supplant him in Helen’s affeetións.

After six months Helen and Hugh are led inde- 
pendently to the library, by unseen influences,, 
The doctor thinks these imagined, but Hálen 
who had never believed in Hugh’s guilt, was 
positive that her father was wanting to tell her 
something, and that the proofs of Hugh’s innocence 
would be found in the library. The influences 
were vague and indistinct at first, but finally 
they lead her to “ the confession.” Then Helen 
said—" You see you were wrong, doctor ; Daddy 
did come to me ! ” The doctor replieck—" It 
may have been a coincidence; who • knows ? “ 
But Helen said—"Daddy and L know ; Daddy 
and I ! ” And thus ends the play, in which' 
Mr. Irving plays the villain’s partj as he did in 
the parts of Jekyll and Beverley, with consummate 
art and power. The Invisible Foe is of course 
Bransby,' who though in spirit retumed to clear 
Hugh’s character, and to bring to nought Stephen’s 
evil machinations. No apológy of1 any sort 
is madé for this frank exposition of Spiritualist 
doctrines, and no student of the* subject- will 
fail to recognise that the play is true in detail 
to well-established and comforting; faets; in- our, 
eyeryday experience.

, Mysterious Disturbance at Abbotssqrd.—la Lock- 
hart’s Life of Sir Walter Scott, the following letter written 
by Scott to Daniel Terry on. April 3oth, 1818, is 
quoted. The present- stately mansión- house- was in 
process of being built and Scottwas living in an older 
part cióse adjoining. He says—" The exposed state 
qf. my house has. led to a mysterious disturbance. The 
night before last we were awakened by. a violent noise, 
like drawing heavy boards along the new ■ part- of1 the 
House. I fancied something had: fallen, and thought 
rio more about it. This was aboutitwo in thermorningt, 
Last night, at the same witching hour, the very same 
nóise occurred. Mrs. S., as you know, is rathertimbersome, 
so up I got, with Beardie’s broadsword -under-my arm— 

Bold upright
A-nd ready. to fight.’

But nothing was out of-order ; neither can I.discover 
what occasioned the disturbance.” Mr. Lockhart add$ 
that on the moming that Mr. Tbrry-received this-letter 
in: London,. Mt. William. Erskine was breakfasting with 
him. and the chief1 subject' af: their- conversation was 
the sudden death of George. Bullock in Tenterdon Street. 
London, which had occurred‘on the same night‘and as 
nearly as they could'ascertain at the-very hour--when 
Scott was roused from his sleep byi the " mysterious 
disturbance ” described in. his. letter, Erskine wrpte 
tq-Scott, giving him in minute detail.an,account of.the 
death of Bullock, who had the charge of fumishing the 
new rooms at Abbotsford, and ■ while there had madé 
himself a great favourite with'. oíd' and yoangi This 
rnade a strong impressien on Scptt’s- mind,. bu¡t a. week 
or two afterwards he wrote to Terry referring to„ the 
incident in somewhat lighter vein. He- said+—‘*'Were 
you not struck with the fantastical coincidénccof i our 
nocturnal disturbances at Abbotsford ? I prptqst: to 
you, the noise resernbled ,half-a-dozen men hard at wark 
putting up boards and fumiture; and ‘ nothing can be 
more certain than that there was-nobody on the<premises 
at.the time. With a few additionaljtouphlea?.the..story 
would figure in Granville or, Aubrey’s.. collection. In 
the meantime you may set it.down with poor Dubissori’s 
Wamings, as a remarkable coincidence. coming undér 
your- own observation.”

3it <nf)íngi Mwnatp- ofi
HJR, W. A. FIELDER, passed' om to- Spirit-Ififé; 
suddenly, with heart1 failure; aged 47,- on- AUgust 
I7th, at híshome at 46, Stockwell- Párk'Gres cent*, 
Cláptiam, S.W. 9? Interred’aETóoting Gtemetéry.



war began, ’ he is quoted as remarking, 
‘‘ that it would be nerves that would decide it. 
This is now truer than ever, for I am confident 
of the nerves of the Germán people.”

Certainly one of the outstanding features of 
this present conflict is the extraordinary way 
in which the mentality of the Germán nation 
has been moulded and directed towards serving 
the Imperial purposes; but it has been a very 
difíerent process from that working out of one’s 
own salvation which is the essence of all self- 
development. The national nerves have indeed 
been conserved and controlled, but only by a 
species of Protection in the mental world, when 
a balanced view is solely to be obtained under 
the auspicés of an intellectual Free Trade. Given 
mental food of one kind alone, and denied all 
ideas that could in any way conflict with such 
tenets, it is a foregone conclusión that a strong 
mentality may be built; but it may well be one—♦ 
and it indeed is—in which the scale of valúes 
is lamentably wrong.
. Stability in whatever direction is always a 
question of balance, of favourable adjustment 
to environment; and the incompatibility of the 
Germán ideal with the evolutionary progress of 
the civilisations among which she moved and 
had her being is the ultímate cause of her downfall. 
In a somewhat similar way, nervous instability 
is a sign that the individual is off the line of 
his own evolution, and ’phobias, abnormal dreads, 
fears and doubts are just so many indications 
that the master-thinker has surrendered his 
rightful control, whether consciously or otherwise, 
to the servant-thoughts. The result is ever 

-civil war, disturbances, distress and turmoil. 
Nervous balance means a high degree of develop- 
ment on all planes, and harmony throughout.

There are potent yet unseen forces at work 
in every life, and one of the most vital differences 
between the wise man and the fool is that the 
latter allows these interior forces to opérate at 
their own sweet will, and often to his detriment; 
whereas the former makes endeavour to control 
and direct them, so that instead of the normal 
function being perverted to harmful ends it 
serves a useful purpose. Thought is one of 
these forces, and the object of all training in 
nerve control is to focus the power of thought 
upon high and helpful ends, so that in place of 
chaotic and haphazard moulding of character 
we get organised and constructive growth.

Thought-power, according as it is harnessed 
or allowed to run loose, can build a happy, healthy 
individual or a chronic invalid ; a useful member 
of society or a raving íunatic : a cheeiy optimist 
or a soul-destroying pessimist; a living inspiration 
or the most dreadful example. As a rule it runs 
to neither extreme, but simply induces a mediocre 
level of happiness, health, capability and outlook ; 
yet with definite training towards the achieve- 
ment of new standards a most surprising amount 
can be done to raise this level of average results. 
Certainly all will not reach the stage of genius 
and of perfect health, but all can assuredly travel 
some way along the road that leads thither.

The body is the instrument of the spirit, its 
means of contact with a material universe, its 
avenue of expression, and its mirror to the

more iuny ntieo iv ve ivuu vi wve
to a heart-hungry world, all this is to make.of 
ourselves better workers for the service of both 
God and man. Each avenue of sense is capable 
of great development and extensión by means 
of attention and suggestion, and with each enlarge- 
ment of sense-perception more of the universe 
comes within our ken ; we are then actually and 
literally more alive than we were before.

Again, there are certain feelings and attitudes 
towards life which make naturally for happiness 
and success, and others as surely for trouble and 
failure; the former should be cultivated and 
the latter transformed. Selfishness, for instance, 
keeps a man eternally small and unlovable, 
and yet many selfish people will ascribe the 
train of unhappy sequence to anything and 
everything except the vital factor of self. The 
philosophy embodied in the saying—" He that 
is greatest among you, let him be your servant,” 
is, on the contrary, the only basis for permanent 
success in the long run in any walk of life and in 
any period or clime.

Lack of imagination shuts many a man in a 
cage of his own construction; his brain-tracks 
deepen into mental ruts which finally become 
veritable mental graves, wherein lie buried all 
the divine but unrealised possibilities of a lifetime. 
If we deem ourselves bound, then bound we are ; 
that is error. It is only the truth that can set 
us free.

Truth it is that we are all of us sons of God, | 
and our birth-right is divine potentiality awaiting I 
only our own recognition and utilisation. But 
the pathway of aspiration has many upward i 
steps, and spirituality grows by stages, and it 
is necessary that systematic efíort should be 
made to promote individual growth along lines | 
of sanity and balance, with both feet upon the 
solid ground, and yet with eyes that can look > 
up and see life with a gaze of ever-increasing | 
comprehension.

S S S
WAITING.

We’re waiting for the wonderful new Way, 
When darkness will be broken up by day; 
Oh, brothers, sisters, all,
Come, match 1 lest we should fail— 
To linger now may mean to be too late— 
We must not lose a moment, while we wait.
So full of cheerful toil the time can be, 
Yet not too short for gentle courtesy, 
Ñor helping on a friend, 
Ñor aching hearts to mend, 
Ñor counting little bits of lo ve as great— 
There is so nnich to finish, while we wait 
For soon along the road there comes a bend, 
Our hoping and our waiting have an end— 
Our work of earth is done, 
Our feet no longer run
But surely, as we stand before the Cate, 
God’s Angels shall be with us, while we wait.

H. M. UNDERWOOD.

5 Si >5

As will be seen. from advertísement, the Spintualist 
Education Council is re-starting its meetings and classes 
early in October. . B
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Psychical Research and the “Hibbert Journal.”
FELICIA R. SCATCHERD.By

ELIGION, Science, and Philosophy are 
well to the fore in the current issue of 
the Hibbert Journal, opposing, disputing, 

or supporting the facts of Psychical Research, 
and the various interpretations of those facts. 

Deán Inge, in " Survival and Immortality,” 
tells us that the^longing for consolation on the 
part of the bereaved has created “ a spurious 
and dreary satisfaction ”by “ substituting for the 
blessed hope of everlasting life..........the barbarie
belief in ghosts and demons, which was oíd when 
Christianity was young.” The Deán has missed 
the point. Those who appeal to Psychical 
Research have no intention of substituting one 
belief or hope for another. They are intent upon 
knowledge based upon scientific evidence.

The Dean’s contention that “ if communications 
between the dead and the living were part of 
the nature of things, they would have been estab- 
lished long ago,” is puerile. On the same 
grounds he must regard wireless communications 
between the living as being also outside the 
natural order of things.

When he argües that the discovery of " attenuated 
forms of matter, which may act as vehicles for 
psychical interchange,” tends to Materialism, 
by reducing spirit to a rarefied form of matter, 
one can only reply that psychical science is con
cerned with facts, and has nothing to do with 
the bearing of those facts upon theology and 
philosophy. When he goes on to add that the 
meaning of “ God is spirit ” cannot be understood 
until this “ insiduouS residue of Materialism ” 
has been got rid of, one can only counsel him to 
bring his knowledge of matter and its attributes 
up to date, and so recover the serenity of soul 
threatened by the survival of the second century 
conceptions of matter held by Chnstian Stoics 
like Tertullian.

Deán Inge holds that “ scientific evidence ” 
brought to bear upon “ spiritual truth " degrades 
it into “ an event in the phenomenal world 
which cannot be substantiated. Psychical 
Research is trying to prove that eternal valúes are 
temporal facts which they can never be.” The 
italics are mine and further comment is superfluous, 
other than this, that true Psychical Research 
is out to discover truth, not to subserve any 
foregoné conclusión. This is finely expressed in 
Dr. Jacks’ remarkable and original paper in the 
same issue of. the Hibbert Journal, ” The Theory 
of Survival in the Light of its Contéxt,” which 
was delivered last June as his Presidential address 
to the Society for Psychical Research.

Deán Inge is a resolute opponent of the 
“ Survival ” theory on the grounds that it comes 
between us and “ faith in true immortality.” 
On his own showing, he has nothing in the wajf 
of light or leading to profíer to the world of agonis- 
ing humanity in the hour of its deepest tribulation. 
Why then go out of his way to¿deprecate the 
efforts of psychical researchers to bridge the 
gulf between the living and the dead ?

Dr. Chas. Mercier is not an opponent of Psychical 
Research. He simply disputes the conclusions 
set forth in ” Raymond ” in a rather entertaining 
paper entitled " Sir Oliver Lodge and the Scientific 
World.” Written with less humour, breadth, 
and subtlety it might have been regarded as 
otiose, and evasive—vitiated by a wilful blindness 
to main issues. It is certainly permeated by 
confusión oí thought, as when he brings forward 

the stock statement that " professional conjurers 
are the persons best fitted by training and exper- 
ience to appraise the kind of evidence ” adduced 
by Sir Oliver Lodge, which statement applies, 
and that partially, only to objective psychical 
manifestations. The conjurer, per se, cari 
contribute nothing towards the elucidation of 
those subtle, subjective phenomena which are 
of paramount importance in the study of psychical 
science.

Dr. Mercier is guilty of certain ugly implications 
which must have escaped his notice^m the heat 
of controversy, as for instance when he writes 
that so long as Sir Oliver " offers us interpretations 
of fact in the place of fact, he is not entitled 
even to a hearing.” He will doubtless hasten 
to withdraw an imputation as ungenerous as 
it is untrue. Sir Oliver states the fact and proceeds 
in addition to give the impression produced by. 
that fact upon himself—a heart-to-heart confidence 
sacred like love or friendship, and the man who 
can make light of such trust does so to his own 
hurt.

Dr. Jacks’ statement as to what psychical 
research evidence really means is terse and worth 
quoting in full. What he asks, is the interna! 
witness of the evidence as to the kind of beings 
with whom we are communicating ? He says :— 

“ All the characteristics I have named—sex, language, 
sight, hearing, mental equipment and the rest—are human, 
characteristics. Following the clue they place in our 
hands. and arguing strictly from effeets to causes, we 
are led immediately to the conclusión that these are human' 
beings.”

yThe italics are Dr. Jacks’ and represent his 
delibérate judgment.
fe; s ü

FRAGILE ANGELS.
By E. P. PRENTICE.

*• With what body do they come ? ”—Bible.

GOD planted a garden,” and from that 
enchanted spot there steals the mingled 
perfumes of flowers breathing forth* the 

perfection of Divinity. A lily, tal -and stately, 
with a heart of sterling gold, tells its life-history. • 
It blooms not by might, coerción, or enticement, 
but by failure, for it was by insufficient nutriment 
it aróse in its enchanting beauty. Out of a 
“ failing forcé” is bom that which delights the- 
eye, and expands the soul of man. The perfect 
flower is the mingling of a special but bafíled 
hope. Flowers, God’s fairest and frailest gifts 
to His children, the delight of babes, are theirs 
by limitation—by a definite unión of polar opposites. 
■“ My God hath sent His Angel,” re-cast in a 
wondrous mould, and nature assumes the form 
.that the seed has compelled, while Humanity, 
ignorant and divinely unconscious, reveis in 
the glow and glory of a golden harvest.

Ü S ' ' ;
If we were in the habit of identifying ourselves in 

thought, not with the habitation we live in, but with • 
the Human Self that dwells therein, life would become 
a greater and a serener thing. We should brush off 
troubles as we brush the dust from our garments, and 
we should realise that the measure of all things happening 
to us is not the pain or pleasure they bring to our bodies, 
but the progress or retardation they bring to the man 
within us ; and since all things are matters of experience, 
and' lessons may be learned from each, we should take 
the sting out of griefs by searching in each for the wisdom 
enwrapped in it, as the petáis are folded witliin the bud..—. 
Annie Besant..



Mrs. Heslop, since the completion of the new senes oí 
letters from her' husband, which have appeared in the 
Gazette and will shortly be printed in book form, has 
received the i following from the same source, and will 
continué to send us further communications when 
suitable for publication.

PEOPLE on earth need to realise more fully, 
that they are never alone. David gave 
this thought beautiful expression in the 

cxxxix Psalm when he said—
**' Whither shall I go from thy spirit ? or whither 

shalLI flee from thy presence ? . If I ascend up into heaven 
thou art there; if I make my bed in hell, behold thou 
art there. If I take the wings of the moroing and dwell 
in the uttermost parts of the sea; even there shall thy 
hand • lead me, and thy right hand shall hold me. If 
I say, surely the darkness shall cover me; even the 
night shall be-light abou time. Yea, the darkness hideth 
not from thee; but .the night shineth as the day; 
the darkness and the light are both alike to thee."

If man could only grasp the omniscience and 
the omnipresence of God he would cease to 
imagine, that he can sin in secret, for this is 
impossible. He can only deceive his fellow- 
mortals. St. Paúl knew this when he cried 
" Ye are compassed about by a great cloud of 
witnesses,” tthat means, the denizens of other 
spheres are watching your actions and listeniijg 
to your words. At first suGh a thought is not 
very welcome. Most people love seclusion and 
they love. secrecy. It need however only distress 
those Who sin. The puré soul must ever draw 
t,o herself those of like purity from the spirit- 
world, and when she desires seclusion and repose, 
they will >infiuence the -atmospheEe, .and so give 
her added rest and peace. Again, to this puré 
soul will come the sense of unseen companionship, 
and gradually she will be able to differentiate 
between the influences of these spiritual beings, 
and welcome them with joy. When she decides 
on some act of self-sacrifice they will uphold 
her, and rejoice with her in the result. The 
kuowledge of their presence will be a great 
incentive do the puré and holy life she desires to 
lead, "hpd ultijnately, they will receive her into 
the . home .Qf. the bles t. So you see that these 
invisible witnesses of your human lives, with 
their triáis and struggles, are really of inestimable 
benedt to y°u. Ánfl they should be of equal 
valué in -detenwg the jgodless from acts of ,sin 
and iiqpqrity. Ye are never alone, ye who sin 
in . secret, ye who <believe that a base or cruel act 
will never come ,to light! Once realise that 
this cloud of-witnesses sees all things that you do, 
and if they ^are ,kept hidden for a while, as you 
linger on eairth, they «will all be made clear and 
píain when you ,pass to this side, such know-- 
ledge would, in many cases, arrest the sinner 
on his downward path.

Then there is another fact you would do well 
to realise. Among those who watch your acts 
and listen to your words are many who are bound 
to you by ties of blood and affection. Love 
drpws them to you again, and you have still 
power to help them upward, or wound their 
sensitive spirits by your acts and words. If 
they djsplayed hasty tempers while on earth 
(offen the .result of ilLhealth) oh how they have 
grieved, when in the purer air of this life they 
ha-ve thought of their unkind words and deeds ! 
And if, while they linger near you, they hear yon 
telling others of their -many .faults and failings, 
how it saddens and discourages them. Speak

no ill of your dead ; true, trae, say 
you cannot give a word of loving sympathy, 
For a weeping spirit on this side is oft-tinies 
listening to all you say ; do not make the difficult 
lessons he must now learn all the harder by the 
want of your love and forgiveness.

And then, if you have been the one who did 
thé unkind act, and your dear one passed into 
the beyond with no word of pardon, oh! how 
your heart aches, how you long to be able to 
throw yourself at the feet of the one you have 
wronged, and whom you can see no more, 
Courage, poor heart, he too is watching yon 
from this side, he too yearns to grant forgiveness 
for your prayer. Speak to him, and let him 
impress you with the pardon, which will heal 
your grief and still your pain.

Speak no ill of the dead, for truly there are no 
dead, only quivering, sensitive spirits here, alive 
to every adverse criticism. We need your love and 
sympathy more than we ever needed them before, 
for we are all one great family in heaven and on 
earth, and are interdependent the one on th« other.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR.
THE ÑAME OF SPIRITUALISM.

The Highland’s House. 
St. Leonards-on-Sea.

ta o T , J^y 2Ist« I9I7-
Uear SiR,—*In reference to a letter from G. limes, 

F.R.A.S., about uniting the word Christian with Spirit- 
ualism. I would suggest, that those who have the right 
to cali themselves by the happy title of “ Christian- 
Spiritualist" might sometimes vary the ñame, and bv 
bracketing the A in Christian make it read, " Christiíajn- 
Spiritualism ” (Christrin-Spiritualism). This could be 
put up as a text in Christian-Spiritualists’ meetings, 
showing that there Christ had His rightful place in the 
prayers and hymns, as well as in the reading of the 
Scriptures. “ Christi(a)n-Spiritualism ” could also be 
worn as a badge.

Yours faithfully, 
L. S. RING.

Ü

This statute of George II., known as the Witchcraft 
Act, is still in forcé. But as recently as 1905, a defendant 
in a palmistry case pleaded that he had never heard of 
the Act. That of course was no valid defenee. Ignoran# 
of the law excuses no man. Yet as the Selicitois 
Journal said at the time (vol. 49, p. 162J, the statute 
was out of print at the King’s printers. so that even if 
the defendant had suspected its existence he could mot 
have discovered its provisions unless he -had had access 
to one of the great law libraries.—Angus McArihur.

From the spiritual point of view the death change, 
to those who are prepared for it, is a deliveranee—it 
sets them free and gives them scope and opportunity 
to lean}, to develop, and to realise the dreams, hopes, 
ideáis, and impulses which inspired them here, and to 
express all that is best and sweetest and noblest in their 
natures which could not be manifested on the earth. 
Rest assured no spirit will for ever remain in darkness, 
slavery, and solitude. Sooner or later each one must 
answer to the pleading of the Spirit within, and respond 
to the cali of the Divine Spirit to "come up,higher. — ( 
E. W. Wallis.

TmrMmir Fhnd.—Mrs. Etta Duffus. Penniwells, Elstree,

be welcomed.
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The Scenery of the Spirit World.
HOW MORTAL EXISTENCE AFFECTS THE 

CAPACITY TO APPRECIATE IT.
By G. E. OWEN.

FROM the abysmal depths of the past the 
conception, with all its haziness and 
uncertainty, that heaven is the embodi- 

ment and expression of all that is beautiful has 
come up to us with intoxicating enchantment. 
The residents of earth have always pictured 
and dreamed of it in that way. The conception, 
within certain limits and in a certain sense, is 
endorsed by the facts and information bearing 
on after-death conditions of existence, which 
diligent and cautious resea rchers into these 
regions have been able to glean.

It is only natural that “ the pilgrim panting 
for the life to come,” after being stained and 
wearied by the battles, struggles, and anxieties 
in their stemer forms of this life, should long 
for and imagine it to be a state of repose, containing 
scenes of wondrous beauty, which will soothe 
and heal his j arred nature by their soft and 
charming influences. * Even if heaven (some 
will say) is not so beautiful a place as it has 
been described, then it is nice and helpful to 
think it is so. Believing it, gives satisfaction 
and strength to endure oppressive burdens.

“Heaven,” in the words of Hudson Tuttle, “is always 
what the mind most desi res. The weary traveller in 
the desert, famished and dying with thirst, has’ no higher 
aspiration than the palm groves of the oasis, with its 
leaping fountains. and luscious dates, where, sheltered 
from the sun’s fierce rays, he can quench his thirst, 
satisfy his hunger, and repose in undisturbed quietude.”

The human mind pictures the next state as 
an intensification of whatever is enjoyable and 
beautiful on earth. In doing that it has divined 
a sublime truth. The spirit-world contains scenes 
whose splendours, charming luxuriance, and 
exquisite richness, transcend anything experienced, 
or even conceived on earth. They cannot be 
described in mortal language. Scenery there 
however, just as here, can only be discerned 
and appreciated if the aesthetic faculty has 
been awakened, or the taste cultivated, to do 
so. The charm and beauty of nature's arrange- 
ment of colour, form and position of things can 
only be enjoyed by man in proportion to the 
development of his aesthetic nature. The com- 
bination of colours and sounds stir in us feelings 
of admiration and exaltation only when we 
have faculties that can be affected by and respond 
to them. A landscape, a painting, a block of 
sculptured marble, or a musical rendering, will 
contain to one person elements of beauty, charm, 
sweetness, and harmony ; to another they will 
contain nothing save the bare sensations of 
colour, form, and sound.

Scenery is but one aspect of art. " Art,” 
as E. Veron has well said in the introduction 
to his " Aesthetics,” " is nothing but a natural 
result of man’s organisation, which is of such 
a nature that he derives particular pleasure 
from certain combinations of forms, Unes, colours, 
movements, sounds, rhythms, and images. But 
these combinations only give him pleasure when 
they express the sentiments and emotions of the 
human soul struggling with the accidents of 
life, or in presence of scenes of nature.” Ruskin, 
in his " Modem Painters,” shows clearly how 
art is but an expression of man’s aesthetic nature. 
In describing the beauty of clouds and sky, he 
says that:—

“ There is not a moment in any of our lives, when nature 
is not producing scene after scene, picture after picture, 
glory after glory, and working still upon such exquisite 
and constant principies of the most perfect beauty, 
that it is quite certain it is all done for us, and intended 
for our perpetual pleasure. And every man, wherever 
placed, however far from other sources of interest or 
of beauty, has this doing for him constantly. The 
noblest scenes of the earth can be seen and known but 
by few ; it is not intended that man should live always 
in the midst of them ; he injures them by his presence ; 
he ceases to feel them if he be always with them ; but 
the sky is for all, bright as it is, it is not too bright, ñor 
good, for human nature’s daily food ; it is fitted in all 
its functions for the perpetual comfort and exalting 
of the heart, for the soothing it and purifying it from its 
dross and dust. Sometimes gentlé, sometimes capricious, 
sometimes awful, never the same for two moments 
together ; almost human in its passions, almost spiritual 
in its tenderness, almost divine in its infinity, its appeal 
to what is immortal in us, is as distinct as its ministiy of 
chastisement or of blessing to what is mortal is essential.”

As the scenery, and whatever that evokes 
in us feelings of intense admiration in this world, 
depends for its enjoyment on our capacity, bodily 
development, and taste, so the glories of the 
next world also can only be discemed when 
the psychic body is properly developed and 
adj usted to it. If it is not so then a person 
is in a similar plight to the tourist in Switzerland 
who, when in the midst of it, asked where was 
the scenery ? Our lives here have an influence 
for good or ill on our psychic body. When its 
faculties and organs have in any way been dis- 
torted by reckless living, then its coarsened and 
disfigured condition will make it impossible 
for its owner to be conscious of or to enjoy the 
charming things of the land into which death 
will transfer him. He will find everything dyed 
with the state of his psychic organisation, and, 
although he may be in the midst of enrapturing 
scenery, it will be practically invisible to him.

The spirit-world is a natural world. Natural 
laws reign supreme in it. The operations of 
these produce phenomena there that are varied 
in form. These in their tum go to form various 
changing scenes. Flowers and foliage of the 
tints and hues of earth grow there. Some aré 
there that earth has not known, being richer 
and tinted with colours never seen here. They 
grow under conditions far more favourable than 
the flowers of earth enjoy. Their fragrance, 
as those who have been privileged to experience 
it at seances know enly too well, is heavenly. 
Who knows but that some of these are the flowers 
of earth, arisen through death to the immortal 
regions, more beautifully garbed, more delicately 
coloured and endowed with richer fragrance, 
than ever they did when in mortal gardens ? 
These are laid out and so arranged as to compose 
an imposing and an impressive scenery, charging 
the very atmosphere with their exhilarating 
odours, forming with their colourings that pictur- 
esqueness which stir the soul’s deepest and gentlest 
emotional feelings, which prompt and inspire 
lofty ideáis, giving it new hopes, and removing 
all feelings of depression or gloom by electrifying 
it with the softening thrills of spiritual exaltation.

■Interblending with, and harmoniously related 
to, these are other forms of scenery. Indescribable 
in its splendour is the scenery of the firmament 
of the spirit-world. Those dwelling there are 
enraptured with the resplendent glory overhead. 



vast plains under foot are carpeteó with verdant 
hue, interspersed with celestial gardens, where 
immortal flowers bloom, where trees and fruit 
grow. The carvings of sculptors and ideations 
óf architects here express themselves in higher 
ranges, multiplied many times in grandeur and 
sublimity when compared with the highest attained 
here. Immense edifices, lavishly studded and 
omamented with the rich metáis and properties 
of the mineral kingdom of the spirit-world add 
to the splendours of its spectacular scenery. 
The musical intonations of rustling leaves and 
surging waters, the sweet and rhythmic cadenees 
of running rivulets, the softening melody of 
cascades of water, and the undulations of hill 
and dale, contribute their charms to the enrapturing 
and prismatic scenery of the celestial world, 
murmuring to the ascending soul their angelic 
music, soothing its earthly-derived sorrows, gently 
influencing it to ascend above its common limits, 
and bringing about a collective expansión of 
its powers and faculties.

The following excerpt from “ Through the 
Mists,” gives in descriptive language some of 
the scenery of the spirit-world :—
“ We reached the summit of the slopes, and I stood 
entranced by the scene which lay before me. From 
the foot of a gentle declivity clothed in grass of the 
richest, softest green I had ever beheld, a landscape 
stretched away on every side dressed in more shades 
of colour than I had power to estímate. I had gazed 
upon the skies of Italy, beautíful and calm, but the 
cloudless grandeur of their star-illumined glories was 
like the coid placidity of death-bound sleep, in contrast 
with the infinite and vaulted dome of eternal energy 
beneath which I stood, involuntarily bowing before the 
baptism of life with which it bathed me. I had seen 
the magnificence of some Oriental landscapes, with 
the radiance of a legión colours thrown in rich mosaics 
all around, but it were profanation to compare such 
hues and shades and tínts with these before my eyes. 
Pulsations of visible vitality throbbed and trembléd 
in stone and tree and flower, each of which poured forth 
its rhythmic quota to the harmonic proclamation which 
sounded from every side that death is swallowed up in 
victory, and over the threshold of the future,—reaching 
to the horizon of either pole—the legend ran—Life, 
life, eternal life.”

In this helpful volume the authof conveys 
through his médium, R. J. Lees, what he has 
witnessed after his death in the next life. He 
thus very truly describes the difficulty of 
adequately conveying to mortals the grandeur 
•of immortal sceneiy :—
“ But why attempt the impossible ? Words never 
yet were able to convey an adequate idea of many scenes 
on earth; how then can they be used to tell the greater 
glories which the language of the soul has not the power 
fo paint, but leaves the entranced beholder to understand 
by silent comprehension I Oh, hearts ! the milestones 
of whose pilgrimage are lettere¿ alternately with battle, 
defeat, and failure; ye outeast wayfarers, ostracised 
from all that once was dearI ye who are hungenng 
for a look of sympathy, thirsting for a kindly word, 
groping for one ray of hope; ye crushed and mangled, • 
maimed and torturad on the rack of social propriety ; 
ye banned and banished from a soulless church, because 
your weary feet have stumbled by the way; ye martyrs 
to the greed for wealth, fame and power; ye, weary 
of life’s struggle, all, yea whomsoever will, sink down 
to sleep, and in the wild delirium of your dreams, give 
rain to all your phantasies ; let your imagination conjure 
before you all you wish for or would daré to crave ; 
picture to yourselves all you think of heaven ; revel 
among the anticipations oí what you there would find ; 
then multiply the product a thousand times, and 
grasp the concept if you can. But even though you 
reach the height of this desire, you will not have caught 
more than a faint reflection of the provisión made for 
the enjoyment of the righteous when their bloodstained 
feet have reached the goal of heaven."

Celestial scenery, as we have stated, can only 
be witnessed and enjoyed when the artistic taste 
has been psychically cultivated. No one desires

wnrn YPl liIcLL vyuu». **'*jr.r—
body is dwarfed and disfigured by a «0( 
one’s powers in this life. Those who havsi», 
rendered their very being to profligacy, yiciousness, 
corruption, and the various fonns o Vice, are 
un able to admire whatever scenery they will be 
in the midst of. The capacity to do so is not 
there. The heavenliest heaven will to them 
be tinged and coloured with the elements of their 
own nature and condition. The lives of tyrants, 
autocrats, and those who live only to amass 
wealth, do not tend to awaken the finer susceptibi- 
lities of the psychic body. This importan! 
organisation is affected by the thoughts and 
deeds of this life. They, sculptor-like, chisel 
and mould it into a semblance that coincides 
with them. It is advisable, therefore, to so 
conduct, so refine and purify, our lives, that 
at death the psychic body will be bom into 
its sphere of activity—the spirit-world—healthy 
well-developed and perfectly formed, and thus 
ensure inheriting there a rich and a meritorious 
spiritual harvest. We can with profit heed the 
words of A. J. Davis in The Thinker: 11 Do 
you yearn to feel a purer nature, and to be ciad 
with a beautiful spiritual body at death ? Then 
feed wisely upon better substances, drink oí 
better fluids, and habitually think better thoughts. 
For everything which your digestive functions 
assimilate is,. to some degree, manufactured 
into the fabric of your spirit-body; and eveiy 
unworthy thought of your mind will long linger 
about and darken the vestibule of Wisdom’s 
immortal temple.”

Next month I shall treat of " Death and its 
surprises. ”

¡aró ¡líi) ÉsJ

A PLACE IN THE WORLD FOR YOU.
(Suitable for Recitation.)

Whatever your doubts and whatever your fears, 
There’s a place in the world for you ;
Despite all your worries, despite all your cares 
There s a place in the world for you.
You may have had troubles, you may have had pain 
But haven’t youbattled t ram through ?
And can’t you for pity’s salce do it again ? 
THERE’S A PLACE IN THE WORLü FOR YOU.

Keep still, when you feel that the stream’s running out, 
There’s a place in the world for you ;
Remember your birthnght and stifle your doubt, 
There’s a place in the world for you.
You may i ave been waiting, it may have seemed long. 
But ot ers have waited too :
So get ready your smile and practise your song, 
THERE’S A PLACE IN THE WORLÜ FOR YOU

You have studied the law of Omnipotent things ? 
There’s a place in the world for you ;
You know what the dawn is, the brightness it brings? 
There’s a place in the world for you.
You know that SUCCESS all the sweeter will seem.
If you've fought, and stuck to it, too ;
So please to remember, it’s not all a dream, 
THERE’S A PLACE IN THE WORLD FOR YOU

And when. from the highway of life you look back 
From the place in the world for you,
You will laugh when you see the pld stones on the trac 
That made the road harder to view.
You will cali to your fellows who struggle and fight, 
You will say, “ Come along, I’ve been through;’ I 
You will give themyourmessage, becauseyou were ng j 
THERES A PLACE IN THE WORLD FpR YOU.

/HIT
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A Wizard of Wales.
By WILLIAM THOMAS, Gorseinon.

THERE have been various biographies of 
médiums appearing in your journal so 
I think it only fair to the people mentioned 

in this article that they should also be brought 
into the limelight. Firstly, I must deal with 
Mr. Cledwyn Davies, a sincere and able worker 
in the cause. He is a médium little known 
outside his birth-place, and Merthyr Tydvil, but 
his gifts are little known or valued simply because 
he does not advertise them. I first carne in 

himself 
like a 
body.one s

contact with him at the first seance I attended. 
He thereafter. progressed in his development 
until he was " taken ” on one occasion to diagnose 
the ailment of a sitter in the circle. His advice 
was timely and beneficial. After that other 
things cropped up which made us regard this 
young médium as something out of the ordinary. 
In the process of my own development, we 
worked together in some cases, and I must say 
I found him a person of remarkable powers, 
for any sensitive in his presence can feel 
vibrating strongly, as his magnetism is 
stream of fire running through 
One case in particular 
brought to light his remark
able healing powers in 
dealing with the malady 
known as St. Vitus’ Dance. 
This case proved to be a 
very severe one, and the 
state of the patient aroused 
much sympathy from all 
who saw her. As she was 
in a very weak state it 
was thought nothing could 
be done to alleviate her 
suffering. However, our 
“ friends ” took the case in 
hand, and after hard work 
and a good deal of patience 
a change for the better 
was noticed. I am glad 
to say she continued to 
progress. Another case of 
tuberculosis was brought 
to his notice, Unlike the 
majority, who are afraid of 
such diseases, he undertook 
to do what he could to give 

CLEDWYN DAVIES.

to do what he could to give relief to the sufferer. 
This case was very far gone, and although 
much benefit was given yet through the 
lack of confidence* in the patient or some other 
cause nothing definite was accomplished. One 
of his “tip-top” cases has just come to my ears. A 
young miner, for purposes of coal-getting, had 
recourse to the use of blasting powder in his work. 
Owing to some mishap the powder exploded 
before time. The young man's sight was 
despaired of ; in fact his medical attendant said 
he had lost it. Then our friend Mr. Davies was 
asked to take up the case. This he did, and 
with that patience which is a strong point of his, 
he gradually brought back the poor fellow’s 
sight. Again there was the case of my own 
child, who sufíered from chest-trouble. Working 
in harmony with my own guides N¡r. Davies 
undertook the case. My wife was on a visit 
to my home at Merthyr Tydvil, and got into 
touch with Mr. Davies through my parents. 
Happening to cali one day, he saw the child, 
and at once diagnosed the complaint and treated 
it in his own style. After^ several treatments

the condition of the child improved so much 
that he was out of danger. Now I must come 
to a purely personal testimony, which as everyone 
knows is the greatest proof of all. In July, 1914, 
I returned from a visit from Columbia, S. América, 
in which country- I had contracted that dread 
disease known as dysentery. In September I 
was again taken ill. but thought little of it. In 
the early morning, which by the way was a Friday, 
a medical man had to be sent for. After examina- 
tion he said that I was in the depths of 
pneumonía. My temperature registered 105«», 
so it can be seen that I was not on the safe side. 
However, on this day I was expecting visitors, 
and amongst them my friend Mr. Davies. They 
carne and saw that I was laid up, so Mr. Davies 
at once set to work. He magnetised me several 
times during the day, but I could not say that 
I felt any better. The following morning he 
again magnetised me before going down to break- 
fast. Going 
stronger, so 
might come

on towards noon I felt I was getting 
I asked for my clothes, so that I 

downstairs and enjoy the company.
I was not listened to, so I 
took it upon myself to rise 
from my bed. Imagine my 
friends’ amazement when I 
asked 
imagine 
doctor’s 
in and 
dinner 1 
proof to me of Mr. Davies’ 
healing powers, and there 
are hundrefis who will say 
the same. There is much 
we cannot understand in 
this phase of mediumship, 
but the little we do under
stand, we should not fail to 
give credit for where it is 
due. In my own develop- 
ment he proved himself a 
tower of strength, honest 
and true in all investi- 
gations, which is an asset 
to any circle. With myself 
he will agree that he has been

for dinner, and 
the look on • the 

face when he carne 
saw me eating 
It was a great

greatly helped by that great little woman, Mrs. Rees 
Powell, who has always been willing to help 
anyone to get to the bottom of, and root out, 
any ailment. At the present time I hear he is 
very busy with numerous cases. I can only 
hope those who have come under his treatment, 
and received benefit therefrom, will not omit to 
sing the praises which are due to him. He is a 
great pillar of strength to our cause. Such men 
are all too few and far between, for he is a 
Spiritualist in creed and action, always looking 
for an opportunity to do good, and never taking 
any monetary reward. This briefly sums up the 
personality of Mr. Cledwyn Davies, I feel sure 
all Spiritualists in Merthyr Tydvil will agree with 
me when I cali him “ A Wizard of Wales.”
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By mutual confidence and mutual aid,
"k 'Great deeds are done and great discoveries made ; " 

The wise, new prudence from the wise acquire.
..And on§k brave Hero fans another’s fire.

Homer (Iliad.) ,*,'



Self Lost in Service. Mag
By EVA. HARRISON, Author of “ Wireless Messages,” etc.

SELF lost in Service ! ” This is the essence 
of the Christ-life—the manifestation of 
the Christ upon the earth, and in spite 

of all the terrors and desolation caused by a 
world-war, yes, even because of it, this spirit is 
unfolding and developing in many a human soul 
to-day. “ Self lost in Service," is the greatest 
antidote to all sadness and weariness the world 
ever has or ever can know. It is indeed a spiritual 
anaesthetic which soothes to slumber the restless 
heart-ache, while the great Angel of Pain probes and 
cuts and prepares for the greater healing which 
is to follow. And when to this loving service 
is added the knowledge that so-called Death is 
but an episode in Life—a great adventure for 
the spirit—and that communion is possible, and 
in some cases even easy, then indeed is the river 
of tears between the two states dried and the 
veil is not.

Two cases within my circle of friends illustrates 
this. A young girl, whom we will cali Heather, 
is affianced to a brave young soldier. He leaves 
his love and his country, and yields up his Ufe 
on the great sacrificial altar of the battlefields 
of France. When Heather hears the news, 
sbe is distracted, overwhelmed. Then she 
leams that spiritual communion is possible, 
and by chance, she is brought into contact with 
a sensitive who sees and describes to her her 
soldier lover. Soon she is invited to sit in a 
small spiritual circle, and to her surprise she 
becomes clairvoyant and clairaudient; that is, 
she sees those who have passed through death’s 
portáis, she hears their voices, and for her there 
is a new heaven and a new earth; former 
things have passed away—she has not lost her 
lover, death has not divided them. The cori- 
sciousness of his presence lifts her heart and soul 
above the things of earth ; she is still his and he 
is hers, and these two know that they are one for 
ever, that theirs is a marriage made in heaven, 
which the coid blasts of earth can never chill, 
and now Heather looks forward to the day when 
her lover and herself shall work together in the 
great spiritual harvest-fields, and shall do such 
work as they might never have accomplished 
had he remained in the physical body. Daily 
he visits her now and informs her of his movements 
and his progress, and tells her how he attends 
lecturas at the halls of leaming, and studies at 
the colleges in the Great Bevond, and how one 
of the special subjects he is learning, and graduating 
for, is the difíerent methods of controlling earth- 
mediums and the ways of efficiently guarding 
them from obsession.

Oh, how natural and sane is life beyond ! 
This brave soldier lover is not a white-winged 
ángel in some far-ofí state, neither is he in the 
orthodox hell, but he is just Heather's lover, 
working for her good, and leaming the best means 
of communing with her and protecting her; 
and doubtless e’er long his studies will bear fruit, 
for he is a strong determined man of character 
and high ideáis. He is years older than Heather, 
and she trusts him implicitly, and looks forward 
eagerly to the day when he will be able to use 
her as his conscious instrument upon the earth, 
when they both shall minister to the spiritual 
needs of the earth-treaders. So Heather 4.oes 
not now weep for her lost love. Faith has been 
crowned bv knowledee. and both faith and know- 

humanity. Truly as Tennyson says—
' The veil is rending and the voices of the da? 

Are heard across the voices of the dark.”
Another girl, whom we will cali Dot, loves a 

brave fellow who is no stranger to the facts oí 
spiritual science. He imparts to her some oí 
his knowledge. She is not particularly impressed 
with the average Spiritualist meetings. Mere 
phenomena, necessary as these are as stepping. 
stones, do not satisfy. She feels in her soul that 
there is something greater to attain to. The war 
breaks out. Her lover does what many other 
brave men have done, he gives himself to his 
country. In May of last year he comes home 
on leave ; they are married ; the young bride 
is left in her father’s home. The very next 
month the husband is reported " wounded and 
missing.” Does Dot give way to selfish repining 
and unavailing regret ? No : in this state oí 
life and beyond, she was and is—his, so there is 
no room for regret whatever may be his fate. 
But her intuition tells her that he has not passed 
into spirit-life,. although from that fateful day 
in June last to this, she has had no word of him. 
What does she do ? She sets to work to cheer 
up his own people, who grieve so terribly about 
his unknown fate, and then she thinks also oí 
the " gifts of the spirit,” and desires eamestlv 
" the best.” She starts sitting for automatic 
writing, and very soon gets many cheéring messages; 
then she determines to develop her own spiritual 
gifts for service, and is invited to join our circle 
at “ Sunlongta.” She decides that if development 
is possible to her, she will not be used by anv 
spirit to pamper the curiosity of a mere wonder- 
seeking crowd, but that the temple of her body, 
shall be a. shrine consecrated to the use of angds 
who work in the service of love. The weeks go 
by, and Dot’s unfoldment proceeds. Then a 
spirit who has guarded her for long, although 
unknown to her, speaks, and we are told that 
an intelligence of high degree, in response to 
the sensitive’s appeal, wishes her prepared for 
his use. Soon, we are given to understand, 
that this lofty sp rit will speak in public through 
Dot. Now, all Dot’s spare time is given to her 
own preparation to become a link in the chain 
which unites highest heaven to deepest hell, to 
be a channel through whom waves of Christ-love 
may reach the earth and even outer states.

So here again " Self lost ip Service ” leaves 
no room for selfish repining. Thus are the 
lessons being learned which " The Mighty Angel 
of Tribulation ” carne to earth to teach. Thus 
are sparks of the divine being fanned into flame, 
and these shall kindle many another spark, until 
by degrees every spirit throughout the length 
and breadth of the Universe shall realise themselves 
as part of the Etemal Flame—that Power which 
men cali God.

P.S.—I have permission to tell your’ readers 
that the writer of " A Siunmer Evening Reverie 
published in your July number, and signed 
Agnes Hands, is the lady referred to above whon> 
I have called Dot.

BU %
Give, and thou shalt receive,
Give thoughts of cheer—
Of courage and success, to friend and stranger. 
And from a thousand sources far and near, 
Streneth will be sent thee in thy hour of danger.
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Magic or Mafficking: I The Choice To-day.
By LEO FRENCH.
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WHAT is magic ? It is the understanding 
of hidden operations, the knowledge 
of latent potencies, the power to produce 

specific results from given conditions. Thus, 
magic is the action of Life, through her children 
Wisdom, Power and Love. To employ true magic 
is the work of a master of spheral music—to 
sublímate “ things human, till they rise to touch 
the spheres:” that impact is the work of magic. 
Magic itself lies about us in our infancy, beckons 
from the tomb. It is the scarcity of magicians 
to-day which has turned the world into a welter.

“ Magic and moonshine ” are often coupled. 
Those who use the phrase employ it as a term 
of contumely ; but indeed there exists an intímate 
association between men. “ The peace that 
underlies all strength ” underlies them both; 
a knowledge that does not strive ñor cry, " the 
devotion of something afar from the sphere of 
our sorrow.”

There is a still white fíame, at the heart of life, 
cosmic and human. A fíame that flickers not, 
that neither fiares ñor dies. One fíame, with 
three tongues, wisdom, power, love.

In materialism alone is bondage. For material- 
ism represents the extremes of Scepticism and 
Superstition. Materialism bandages the soul’s 
eyes lest it should see, ears lest it should hear, 
the visión and the song of life: repudiating 
passion and romance, exalting sensuality and 
its twin, sentimentality. Materialism worships 
the golden calí of success, or the clay-footed 
idol of custom : imprisoning all but the body; 
physical consciousness alone stalks naked and 
unashamed through its treeless arid land. Magic 
frees every forcé and faculty of Man and Nature, 
emancipates for the service of life. Life is shown 
as the goal for ambition, the inspiration.of aspira- 
tion, the solé realisation of the three gods in man.

Existence is the polar opposite of life. For 
there is a great gulf fixed between the material 
and the practical. Only fools confuse the two. 
The material represents the tyranny of inertia, 
the worship of blind worms and deaf stones.* 
Life’s sacred splendid secrets are true magic’s 
lore. Thought and power stir within the moun- 
tain’s mind and soul. Mid-ocean beckons to it. 
Materialism stands by, declaring " it cannot be 
done.” Practical magic gets to work. At first 
it moves slowly and mysteriously. Then comes 
convulsión, with the converging psychological 
moment, and lo 1 the mountain is carried into 
the midst of the sea. Nature’s magic is none 
the less mysterious because it .moves to the 
music of hidden principies manifested as laws.

It is ours to choose to-day which we will serve, 
undér whose orders. The wise and mighty 
ordinances of magic, the great white way of 
wisdom, or the counsels of those who darken 
wisdom with the blinds of party preiudice, and 
profane the assemblies of men with boasting, 
rancour, or the tyranny of " idees fixes ? ” (i.e. 
the idea that war being an evil in itself, can 
never be a n'ecessary part in and of the Plan as 
a whole). It is never the action so much as the 
attitude that betrays the man behind it. There 
stand the Scylla of scepticism, the Charybdis 
of credulity, or the fighter at all costs, and the

. * i.e., Materialism ignorantly asserts their respective 

peace-at-any-price combatants. It is not between 
men wefchave to choose. With both of these 
temperament is paramount, they act but as 
they must. We may belong to either or neither, 
it matters not.

When the dogs of war are unleashed, all worlds 
cry havoc. But man may well pause and ponder, 
to-day ; may stand back from the strife, if only 
in thought. Is he not named " man the thinker ? ” 
Thought without action is paralytic, action 
without thought is daemoniacal. Paralytics and 
daemoniacs have but instinct and blind rage to 
guide them, man has wisdom, power, and love.

To-day, nothing but true magic can prevail 
to prevent a world-holocaust. Altars of carnage 
and destruction reek and smoke to their respective 
deities. Forcé is the gauge of power. A new 
code, which is but the law of the jungle, reinforced 
by the devil in “ man the beast.” Does the 
enemy commit a diabolic act ? Imítate it. . 
Imitation is “ the swagger of the moment ” in 
certain circles. 0 témpora ! O mores !

Magic or mafficking ? Which, for the man 
of to-day ? Shall we destroy, or remake ? Shall 
we redeem patient earth, groaning, bleeding, 
staggering beneath skies dropping fire and tempest, 
blood, tears, devastated by famine and pestilence, 
reverberating with thunder of gods and guns, 
while lightnings blast, while liquid fire emulates 
daemonic doom ? Truly, the sún is turned into 
darkness, the moon into blood, earth full of 
sounds of confusión and garments rolled in blood. 
There is no answer to black save white. This 
is a truth scientific, ethical, aesthetic. Thought 
must reascend her move. Wisdom alone can 
undo the work of folly. Truth alone can redeem 
*from error. Man must lift up his limbs as well 
as eyes, to the hills of thought, if he would not 
.sink, submerged in the sands of time. This 
world-throe is no parochial scufíle between assentors 
and objectors, whether conscientious or otherwise. 
Do not let us throw dust in our own eyes. It 
is a struggle between the hero and the hun in 
man, the god and the barbarían.

Until we can think above the battle, how shall 
we cease from warfare ? Party principies are 
naught, less tlian the dust of earth which baffles, 
blindfolds, and betrays the god in man. Yet even 
to-day, at the eleventh hour, it is not too late. 
This is an inner appeal " from the minds of one 
to the minds of many.” Only by practical 
application of thought-power can this world- 
debacle end. Thought, universal solvent, alone 
can re-solve the discords, can lead forth 
from the wilderness of anarchy, the fetish-animism 
of autocracy, into the land of promise, where 
wisdom, power and perfection, beckon to the 
spirit with divinely-provocative rays. As a 
man, nation, world, universe, thinks to-day, so 
will they be, to-morrow. Red or golden sunset 
speaks its oracular message to the weather-wise. 
Give peace in our time, O Lords of Destiny 1 
Let not Fate’s tyranny usurp thy throne ! May 
we fight on so long, and no longer, than till peace, 
not mutual annihilation shall end the strife. The 
worlds and all within are cast into the universal 
melting-pot. Thought is magic; thinkers are 
magicians; creative thought the architect; '. 

<sound the builder; the world-citizens their 
instruments; from their magic what new world-



(January, 1908) on this subject, says:—The 
theory of modern occultism is simply this: that the 
will is potentially king, not only of the House of Life, 
but also of all the forces of Nature, known and unknown, 
The foolish marvels which the word “ Magic ” connotes 
for the average man—the spells, entrancements, appari- 
tions, divinations, etc.—are merely the side issues, not 
the main objects of the genuine science. In the will 
there resides, for the occultist, a forcé as powerful and 
as amenable as electricity. This forcé can opérate in 
the« “ natural,” i.e. sensual, plañe, and also in planes 
not yet recognised as “ natural.” Beyond the world 
of sensual perception—or rather entangled in it—the 
Magus perceives another world, or aspect of the world, 
the unfortunately - named “ Astral.” His education 
is wholly directed towards an understanding of 
the laws of this world; he develops, by a discipline' 
oí his whole nature, and by the liberation of certain 
“ subconscious” faculties, those forrhs of perception 
which in it are analogous to his sensual perceptions of 
the material plañe. Henee clairvoyance, clairaudience, 
all non-fraudulent mediumistic phenomena, and prophecy; 
and, in the less developed personality, presentiments, 
intuitions, and veridical dreams. The forces of the 
astral plañe are peculiarly susceptible to the directive 
powers of the will, whether deliberately or impulsively 
applied ; and the result of such application is seen in 
telepathy “ human magnetism.” materialisations, 
evocations, etc. From the exercise of the will comes 
also magical therapeutics, the ancestor of Christian 
Science, for " toute la puissance du médecin occulte est 
dans la conscience de sa volonté, et tout son art consiste 
a produire la foi dans son malade,” says Eliphas Lévi, 
the founder of modern magic. But the will must not 
only be trained, it must be put in the right mood ; and 
here the ceremonies and external observances on which 
occultists have always laid great stress receive a plausible 
explanation. They are instruments for the direction 
and concentration of will-power, necessary in so far as 
they minister to this, but wholly subiective in their 
use and appeal.

The occultist, however, seems unable to rise above' 
and do without these practices : and here his method 
is sharply difierentiated from that of the mystic, whose 
interior way, once found, needs no external signposts. 
Mysticism, of course, has nothing to do with phenomena, 
ñor with enlarging the boundaries of the phenomenal 
world. It displays no marvels, performs no miracles. 
It is " the quest of the Absolute,” undertaken in terms 
of adoration and desire. Where the occultist is an 
investigator, the mystic is a lover. Strictly speaking,' 
his science can only be understood by those who have 
tried it. These know and proclaim that it is “ the one 
plank which bridges Infinity ; ” but the formulas under 
which they try so hard to convey this truth difíer enor- 
mously, and their divergences are only to be reconciled 
by other mystics, who, as Saint-Martin says, ” all speak 
the same language, because they come from the same 
country.” Newman’s word, cor ad cor loquitur, is 
indeed the last word oí the mystics: these see essential 
unity beneath difierences of languages, and catch the 
accent of home wherever it may be heard.

This " hard saying " has been reiterated many times 
by those who have essayed the ungrateful task of explain- 

- ing mysticism to the unmystical. The difiieulty of 
such an explanation is, that mysticism, whilst it may 
or may not begin in a form which is amenable to that 
which Maeterlinck calis " super-natural psychology,” 
certainly ends by transcending all human power of 
analysis. The deepest utterances of Plotinus, Ruysbroeck, 
Saint John of the Cross, awaken in our minds either 
an intuitive sense of uncomprehended truth, or the 
anger of a practical person to whom nonsense is being 
deceitfully addressed in the solemn periods of an unknown 
tongue. ** I spake as I saw," said David ; but Saúl 
did not find his candour enlightening.

Now, it is curious to note that, in spite of the great 
popularity oí " everything mystical,” from crystal- 
gazing to the symboüsm of the Catholic Church, this 
puré mysticism, the divine and impassioned science of 
ultímate things, has no professed adepts in the modern 
hurly-burly of beliefs. Self-seeking or curiosity—generally 
both—are the incentives which send present-day advent- 
urers from the phenomenal to the invisible world. The 
disconcerting fact is that we know—as our masters 
did not—all about mysticism from the intellectual side. 
We can describe the difierentiating marks of Purgation, 
Illumination, and Ecstasy. We know that the science 
which we desire is the very science oí the saints. Our 
contempt for the materialist is magnificent and unbounded, 
Yet reading the books of modern mysticism, one is struck 

in which the fire has been allowed to go out. That flaming 
rapture which made Saint Augustine cry out, "My 
God, my Joy ! ” and Saint John of the Cross,

" O burn that burns to heal !
O more than pleasant wound ! ” 

and Ruysbroeck declare his one desire to be in vaslis- 
simum divinitatis pclagus navigare, seems to have died, 
and left only intelligent ashes behind it. The mystic oí 
the present day, learning anxiety, has forgotten adoration; 
yet adoration was of the essence of his contract, as it 
must also be of the essence of the contract in all perfect 
earthly love.

The constant preoccupation with symbols, inter- 
pretations, forms of initiation, the outer and inner 
meanings of things, is indeed foreign to the whole spirit 
of true mysticism; which, having made the great 
surrender, is hardly interested in dissertations upon 
the sense of the infinite, methods of approach, and the 
rest. It known, where its modern apologists only know 
about.

This is, perhaps, the explanation of a fact which must 
be patent to all students of this form of literature; namely, 
that all the interpretations, proclamations, and theories 
of the semi-occult school of mysticism, which is here 
under consideration, lack that note of peace, certainty, 
and satisfaction which Professor James finds as the 
mark of a mind that has " unified itself ” in the course 
of its religious experience; and all mystical experience 
must be classed as religious, in the psychological if not 
in the theological sense. The immediate cause of this 
seems to be the importation of an intellectualist, self- 
confident note: the divorce of knowledge and love, 
the presence of an element of spiritual self-seeking, 
and the complete elimination of the essential element 
of surrender. The learned mystic of the moment is 
always a strong individualist, whereas the satisfaction 
which he seeks can only be obtained by the destruction 
of the barriera of personality.

In other words, the New Mystic seeks by will-power, 
self-suggestion, the use of Words of Power, and a modified 
form of occult discipline, to construct his own universe 
and~attain unión with the divine principie of his own 
Ufe; with an indwelling, not with a transcendent, God. 
He seeks this unión, as a rule, from strictly utilitarian 
motives, connected with his own physical health, comfort, 
or success. With what some peraons may feel to be 
an excess of definition, he confines the presence of this 
divine principie to one particular spot in the body, namely, 
the Solar Plexus; the nerve ganglion which an old- 
fashioned and unmystical physiology had supposed to 
direct the operations of the stomach.

A religión such as this, which frankly declares that 
the firat and only concern of the believer is with himself, 
with the prevention of his own ills, the increase of his 
own income, the recognition of his own Divine Principie 
waiting within his own solar plexus—which ofiera prompt 
and practical results, demands no charity and no 
adoration, and never mentions the Four Last Things— 
is sure, at the present time, to be popular. It is/ of 
course, the antithesis of mysticism, as the mystics under
stood that science of love ; but it shows extraordinary 
agility in its misquotations of their dicta, and in its 
re-handling of those etemal principies of occultism with 
which its connection is so much closer than might at 
first be supposed. Its object and its promise is indeed 
the same as that of magic : power, first over self, then 
over the world and fate, together with immunity from 
all agitation, poverty, disease. It is true that the appeal 
to curiosity is knocked out, but an even baser appeal 
to self-indulgence comes in.

The vices of this creed seem hardly to need insisting 
upon. Its outrageous individualism, its concentration 
upon the ideas of comfort and tranquillity, make its 
rapidly increasing influence a grave evil, whether looked 
at from the spiritual or from the social point of view. 
Its interest, to the observer of life, fies in the cunningness 
and perfection of its adaptation to a half-educated 
and over-sensitised community. Our selfishness, our 
unhealthiness, our conceit, our terror of pain and death, 
our love of long words and hatred of " anything dogmatic," 
are here traded upon in turn. From one point of view 
the spectacle is an amusing one *. from another, and 
for those who take humanity seriously, it has its element 
of sadness.

!fi !f¡ ¡Si
There is no duty we so much underrate as the duty oí 

being happy. By being happy, we sow anonymous 
benefits upon the world, which remain unknown even to 
ourselves, or when they are disclosed surprise nobody 
so much as the benefactor.—R. L. Stevenson.
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The Overshadowing Power.
By HANSON G. HEY.

when he essayed to find the kerne1 too often 
the shell was empty, a gilded bubble, pleasing 
to the senses, but unsatisfying to the soul, will 
find on his transition that though in the eyes 
of men he was considered of little moment he 
has a harvest richer far than they, for his treasure 
was spiritual, was all-abiding, and. he had made 
the best use of the opportunity each man has, 
by tuming it to the end of finding himself, and 
finding God. For in himself he will find God, 
and finding Him, cultivating part of himself, 
he will grow daily nearer to the centre of Being, 
further from the circumference of appearances 
where sport the majority of mankind in sensuous- 
ness enveloped. Rising above these by the 
consciousness of the God within, he will become 
in tune with the infinite, and his at-one-ment 
with the Divine will be complete. To him all 
notions of world-termed honours gone—for now 
he sees no high, no low, no great, no small, but 
just the natural división into which Humanity 
falls and separates : those who serve the Lord, 
and those who serve themselves. The former 
walk ever in the track of light; for them is no 
shadow for in them is no thought of self to cast' 
a shadow. The latter walk ever in the shadow, 
for their thoughts self-centred cast the shadow 
which beclouds and bewilders them, and in the 
vortex drawn they are whirled away further 
and further from that Power which would be 
their greatest asset if but they understood.

Once to every man and nation comes the moment 
to decide, the great opportunity of renunciation 
comes to each one of us, let us hope that we 
have the cleamess of visión when it comes to us, 
to choose aright, and thus justify the laying of 
the choice of the two paths upon us. Realise the 
immanence as well as the transcendence of 
that Power, which is in us, as wéll as o’er us, 
of which we are a part now and always, and 
live each day that passes as those who are 
conscious of the fact that they are giving expres- 
sion to Deity, and all will be well with us.

£5 £

i LIFE’S VOYAGE.
Methinks, that life is like a little boat 

In which I sit, and sail the sea of Time ;
God holds the tiller, and He heads my craft 

Toward the shore of Heaven’s supernal clime.
But I, alas ! am rowing, and the oars 

Unweildy are in my unpractised hands, 
Too oft I row against His steenng—thus 

We make slow progresa t’ward the golden sands.
But God is patient ! He rebuketh not;

He does not leave me helpless ; still He steers, 
Even when angry surges round us roll, 

Filling my heart with apprehensive fears.
He helps me o er the stormy sea. and waits 

Til! I shall learn to use my oars aright;
Un til my feeble, floundenng stroke shall change 

To master-strokes that cleave the sea with might 
I must attune my finite mind to His, 

And ply my oars in uqison with Him,
E’er I can make good headway towards the land, 

Just seen upon the far horizon’s rim.
When I can work in accord with His will 

My barque will bravely breast the chilling tide, 
Will weather every adverse wind that blows 

And like a swan, upon life’s ocean glide.
BEATRICE CHILCOTT.

A power overshadows thee ! Oh, brave ! J
The spite of Hell is trembling to its grave.
What more there is to do is thine.—Keats.

A GREAT truth is herein expressed by Keats, 
for truly all are overshadowed by a 
power which is not their own, which 

speaks through them, which acts through them 
its message to the world ; giving, just as purely 
as the vessel through which it pours permits, 
that message. We walk in shadows, ’tis true, 
but how few care to reason out the cause 
of the shadow in our path. We all know that 
there can be no shadow without strong light, 
and that the intervention of an obstacle to the 
passage of the rays of that light causes the pro- 
jection of a shadow. We most of us .realise 
that the strong light of spirituality is shining 
ever on us, that the shadow before us is the 
outeome of an intercepting substance between 
that light and our path, and oft-times the shadow- 
thrower is in ourselves. The vain desires, the 
vaulting ambitions, the pride of place or power, 
are but a few of the outstanding barriers to our 
spiritual advancement which are in oUr natures, 
though often unperceived by us, and yet we 
wonder whence comes the shadow. When these 
failings become too insistent in their calis for 
our attention, when our mind becomes too 
engrossed with the pursuit of the fleeting things 
of time, we throw all unconsciously a shadow 
on our path, into which we plunge blindly, and 
like a ship rudderless, we meander on and on, 
perhaps achieving the baubles of earth but losing 
the etemal verities, the sheet-anchor of existence. 
This then, I take it, Keats means when he says 
what remains to be done is in thy hands.
• He, who, conscious of that power in which 
he lies secure as babe in mother’s arms reclining, 
lives out his days trusting to the goodness of 
the o’ershadowing power, if he does the right, 
and lives for truth, has always the bright light 
of the puré white ray to cheer him and to guide 
him on and up. What though he rises to no

‘ high estáte, God’s good men are to be found 
in every rank and station; and though the 
world may clamour after belted earls and knights 
in shining armour ciad, the awakened soul sees 
in the poor outeast, who has kept his soul un- 
spotted from the world, one who has made the 
best use of the opportunity which was given 
into his hands. For not by possessions will 
man be judged, not by what he has, but rather 
by what he is ; he who has gamered much of 
soil and pelf in his pilgrimage may think he has 
made good use of that opportunity but he goes 
unto a sphere where the things of materiality 
are of no account. When asked for his spiritual 
acquisitions he will find that he, a millionairc 
this side the great divide, when viewed by those 
whose minds like his have become by shadows 
beclouded, on that side when viewed by those 
whose spiritual visión no earthly ideáis can dim 
or cloud, he is a veritable pauper, for in his race 
after temporal possessions he had left his soul 
out of the reckoning altogether.

While he, who even here in the mazes of terres- 
trial existence realised the fact that the body 
was more than the raiment, and the spirit more 
than the flesh, spent his time in the development 
of his spiritual nature, in looking for the innemess 
of the things which carne to him with enchanting 
outer appearances, and which on the surface 
seemed to be the very things he needed, but
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Psychical Research and 
Spiritualism.

MR. Max O’RELL uttered a clever saying 
as to George Eliot when he said that in 
her great novéis she had ” dissected 

the human heart.” But it was only a half truth, 
for George Eliot did not leave the human heart 
as a dead thing on the dissecting table—as a 
variety of disconnected Ítems suitable for minute 
examination and study—but she represented it 
to the world as a vital, living, palpitating thing 
her readers could admire and love and pity and 
sympathise with. She was subtle and sure in 
her analysis, she laid bare the heart’s inner workings 
and secret springs, but she did not stop there, 
she proceeded to create new syntheses which 
were as broadly human as they were severely 
cortscientious. It has often been felt among 
Spiritualists that Psychical Research, however 
useful it has been to science and knowledge, has 
been so deeply absorbed in the purely critical 
examination of individual phenomena that it 
has never had a chance to arrive at any blessed 
haven of belief and assurance. It has lingered 
on in the restless shallows of doubt and perplexity, 
without conceming itself about arriving on térra 
firma. Perhaps Psychical Research has been 
deemed by many persons as a trifle more respect- 
able than anything so whole-hearted as a rational 
belief, which. so many ignorant people have 
jeered at. But surely Psychical Research, though 
a good thing in itself up to a point, and a worthy 
enough pursuit for intellectual people, can hardly 
be regarded as an end in itself. Were its work 
accomplished by the compiling of volumes of 
researches, Psychical Research would seem to 
us at least to stop short at the point of real utility. 
We admire the botanist who carefully collects 
specimens, labels them with their correct Latin 
ñames, and places them in glass-cases for our 
instruction, but we are more grateful to the 
gardener who carefully plants and tends the 
flowers, so that they may enrich us with their 
beautiful blossoms of many colours, and sweeten 
our atmosphere with their exquisite fragrance. 
We owe much to the analytical chemist, but 
his work would be purely of academic interest 
if it were not followed up by that of practical 
and synthetic chemists who can make use of his 
discoveries. Logic is an excellent study but it 
is an empty and formal science if not used in 
association with some substantial philosophy; 
for then it is merely the bones without the living 
flesh. So Spiritualists have sometimes been 
disposed to say to Psychical Researchers—“ We 
are grateful to you for your painstaking and 
critical inspections, and your praiseworthy compila- 
tion of bulky tomes, but for heaven’s sake do 
not merely immure yourself amongst your care- 
fullv labelled phenomena I Simpler minds may 

your half-certainties.” For Spiritualism is nt 
merely a matter of phenomena which have satisfie 
some and not satisfied other critical researchers 
It is' a living philosophy enriching the whol 
outlook on life here and hereafter. It liberates mei 
from false and crippling doctrines, it fumishes 
them with "a sure and certain hope,” and it 
comforts and heals broken hearts. Scientific 
Research can ascertain something of its 
attributes and worth, but these belong no 
more to Science than any of the other facts of 
nature with which it deais. Science does not 
create the phenomena called psychical. It is 
well to state this baldly, for there is eyen'at 
this time of day altogether too much stress laid 
upon defending Spiritualism and what it stands 
for, even to the extent of apologising for it as 
if it were some shabbily-attired not too respectable 
visitor who had intruded upon the invited guests 
in the drawing-room. We should do better to 
adopt the bold and whole-hearted attitude of 
Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace who said—“ Spiritualism 
has grown and spread continuously tiÚ, in spite 
of ridicule, misrepresentation, and persecution, 
it has gained converts in every grade of society, 
and in every civilised portion of the globe.”

Mr. L. P. Jacks, editor of the Hibbert Journal, 
concluded his presidential address to the Society 
for Psychical Research, on June 28th, 1917, 
with a paragraph which we have pleasure in 
quoting in full as showing that the inherent 
incompleteness of the Psychical Research move- 
ment is beginning to be recognised within its 
own ranks and that the dawn of a truly Constructive 
Spiritualism is already coming into view. He 
says:—

" I will only say, in conclusión, that in this inquiiy 
we are all too ready to ' take the cash and let the credit 
go.’ The cash is the particluar fact we are in search 
of—to wit, the fate of some individual whom we have 
lost and who was dear to us. The credit is the whole 
system of other facts with which this one stands in 
necessary relation. To these we give little attention 
The emotional stress is often so great that the particular 
fact we are in search of stands out completely isolated 
in the mind, and nothing else is of any importance. So 
we take the cash and let the credit go. But science 
cannot look at the matter in this way. Her main interest 
is with the credit: with the bearing of this thing on all 
other things. I am afraid we have sometimes forgotten 
that. It is not easy to remember, especially at the 
present time, when so many millions are held fast in the 
grip of their prívate sorrows. But we must try to 
remember it. After all, the S.P.R., high as its functions 
are, cannot claim the highest function of all, which is 
that of administering consolation amid the tragedies 
of life. If that follows from our labours—well and good I 
But it is not for us to make it our object "

J: L.
Si ®

Prayers for the Dead.—Principal Forsyth, in an 
address on August i7th, at Hampstead Garden Suburb, 
on “ Religión and Immortality,” said he approached 
with great difíidenee the question of prayers for the 
dead. He would not speak upon it if anyone in the 
audience would prefer he should omit it, but as his subject, 
strictly speaking, was “ The Efiect of the Belief in Im- 
mortality on Character,” he thought the subject was 
legitímate. His own feeling was that we should pray 
for the dead, since such a custom brought us into practical 
relations with other immortals. He was not then speaking 
as a Christian apologist, but he maintained that there 
was nothing in the Christian religión against it, and a 
great deal in favour of it. Answering a question by a 
member of • the audience with regárd to the absence oí 
any exhortation to this custom in the New Testament, 
Dr. Forsyth said that, strange as it might seem to say so, 
the Bible was never intended to be transmitted to us-
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By W. H. EVANS, Author of “
XIII—LANGUAGE.

ANGUAGE is the power which enables 
us to reveal thought. Without it civili- 
sation would have been impossible.

Limitation of speech is limitation of life. The 
higher we rise in the scale of being the larger 
becomes our vocabulary. Language becomes 
more flexible, more attuned to express the delicate 
shadings of thought. Language is the music 
of thought. It fixes the nebulous, and brings 
man into contact with the mantic realm. If 
speech fails to convey all we wish, it is because 
we have not yet realised its full power and capacity. 
And in the wide domain of nature, man is the 
only being who is endowed with that subtle 
power which enables him to express his thought 
in speech.

What is that wonderful connection between 
thought and sound ? For language is the utter- 
ance of certain sounds arranged according to 
particular rules. Grammar is the musical scale 
of speech: an analysis and synthesis of sounds. 
A word is a manifestation of thought. And 
words are expressed in a variety of ways. Speech 
and writing are not the only modes whereby 
man expresses his thought. Everv action that 
springs from thought is a word. The inspired 
John wrote, “ In the beginning was the Word.” 
Even God has a language. For we recognise 
that before there can be a word, there must be 
a thought, and this can only spring from mind. 
A word is a final expression of mind. The 
language of God is the outer manifestation of 
his presence. It is like Himself universal. The 
sacred speech is forever sounding about us. As 
Whitman sings:

" I find letters from God dropt in the street, and 
every one is signed by God’s ñame,

And I leave them where they are, for I know 
that wheresoe’r I go,

Others will punctually come for ever and ever.”
The speech of God is set to music. As another 

poet sings:
" All matter is God’s tongue,

And from its motion God’s thoughts áre sung, 
The realms of space are the octave bars, 
And the music note are the Sun and Stars.”

The Psalmist expresses the same thought in 
the I9th Psalm: “ The heavens declare the
glory of God; and the firmament sheweth his 
handiwork. Day unto day uttereth speech, and 
night unto night sheweth knowledge. There 
is no speech ñor language where their voice is 
not heard. Their line is gone out through all 
the earth, and their words to the end of the 
world.” Thus Nature becomes for us the Word 
of God, His Holy Bible, wherein we may read 
the divine commands, which need no revisión 
ñor commentary.

Even so, language is not a gift from God in 
the scientific sense. Poetically it may be so, but 
articúlate speech is a development depending 
upon organs specialised for the purpose. While 
animáis and birds have a language—even insects 
are said to communicate with each other—man 
alone has risen to the height of communicatíng 
abstract thought by appropriate sounds. On 
the lower levels gesture and grimace may be called 
in to aid speech. Indeed a great deal can be 
conveyed from mind to mind in this way ; among 
savages gesture is one of the chief means of 
communication. Articúlate speech is a growth,

Constructive Spiritualism,” etc.
dependent upon an appropriate organ for its 
expression, and the development of mind. Doubt- 
less this development has gone on concurrently. 
History does not tell us of a time when there 
was not speech, but science hints at it. But 
was there ever a time when there was no language ? 
Gregariousness depends upon a language of 
sorts; a gesture, grimace, tone, and intonation ; 
and we find this even amongst animáis. The 
power to communicate a fear, or the discovery 
of better pasture, is necessary to gregarious 
animáis. And in the animal stage man must 
have had a language, even if he did not have an 
articúlate speech. How speech began we do 
not know, we can only conjecture. But the 
slowly evolving mind would naturally endeavour 
to supply the need for communicating simple 
ideas. And once the start was made, evolution 
would do the rest.

How -much civil isation must owe to speech ! 
Almost as much as to the hand ; perhaps more. 
From uttered speech to the written word is but 
a step. The evolution of speech and writing 
is the evolution of mind. What will be the end ? 
We write and talk over great distances. We. 
use the telegraph and the telephone ; what is 
the next step ? Is it not probable that even 
now are being evolved greater powers whereby 
we shall not depend upon articúlate speech ? 
The power to conceive a thought may evolve a 
power also to convey it swifter than any telegraph ? 
Telepathy is a fact in nature. There are subtle 
channels of communication of which many are 
aware. Men converse without speech. Those 
who are attuned are at one, and that at-one-ment 
is often expressed by a responsiveness of soul 
that is as astonishing as it is perfect. It is here 
that we shall find contact with finer realms which 
will ultimately destroy scepticism. The crude 
sign-language of the seance room will give place 
to one more expressive, more full and more rich. 
A rising of the evolutionary tide may well take 
the race into those subtler regions where the 
great questions of God and Immortality may 
be settled for ever : where thé conscious communion 
with the Eternal One and the recognition of the 
divine word or speech will be so general, that 
all the blatant egotism of the Materialist will 
shrivel as in a consuming fire. It is a long way 
from the rude gesture of primitive man to this 
lofty idealism, but does not the evolution of 
language promise • this ? That magic word 
evolution promises so much, gives ground for 
such a lofty idealism, that the wonder is men 
have not gripped it. But we pause, and hesitate, 
and speak of things as final. There is no finality 
with the Everlasting: and man is of the Ever- 
lasting. What he has achieved is as nothing 
to what he will achieve. Time is nothing : a 
trickling stream, or a flowing river, conceive of 
it as you will. What matters is that eternity 
embraces it, and man is in eternity now. And 
as he has evolved speech, whereby he can com
municate his sublimest thought, so will it go on 
and on until between him and the celestial worlds 
there will be a constant divine communion in 
the language of heaven.

XIV—TÜE MORAL LAW.
'Nature is one: the seamless garment of God. 

How often has this fact been overlooked. The 
scientist, in tracing the development of life, for
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a long time saw’nothing¿but7a selfish^struggle. 
For a moral order there was no sanction in nature. 
The altruistic virtues were considered by many 
to be in opposi.tion to the general scheme of things. 
All the self-sacrifice, the vicarious suffering, 
with which the pattern of Ufe is shot through 
and through, were as nothing in the face of what 
was thought to be the final pronouncement of 
science. And the being who made this pronounce
ment—he made it sadly enough—is himself a 
part of nature. His very being—animal, moral, 
and spiritual—are in nature. Out of nothing 
nothing can come. If there is a moral nature 
in man, if there has been an evolution of ethics, 
how could such have been possible if it was not 
in nature ? The fact is, there are two strands 
in the rope. Man saw one- the struggle for 
life, the aggressive, self-regarding forcé, and 
seeing this he regarded it as the whole law. What 
he at first failed to see was, that in a large measure 
its operation depended upon, and is inextricably 
bound up with, the struggle for the life of others, 
which is the other-regarding principie in nature. 
I do not regard Nature as unmoral; she is essenti- 
ally moral. She must be: it is imperative for 
her existence that she be so. Life in the higher 
sense is impossible without it; man would other- 
wise never have been evolved at all. The only 
expression of life then possible would have been 
the lower forms. The mothering principie which 
runs throughout nature is essentially a moral 
one. It exacts and demands self-sacrifice. 
Without it no moral order is possible. All the 
higher virtues are rooted in it. It is intertwined 
in all life, the golden thread which reveáis so 
much of the meaning of suffering and pain. It 
indicates the rationality of the universe. And 
in its lowest, and oftentimes in its higher aspects, 
the higher animáis obey it. Gregariousness is 
dependent upon a crude moral order, upon some 
measure of other-regard. Man being part of 
nature could not help but obey the moral law. 
And it is in man that we see the principie operative 
at its highest.

This regard for morality is evidenced right 
through human history. Even many of the. 
revolting customs of past ages have some moral 
sanction. There was in the minds of those who 
subscribed to them an idea of their necessity 
for the social well-being. That we have outgrown 
it, and are no longer able to see it, does not prove 
such has not existed. We-see many of these 
strange customs in their decadent stages; we 
rarely if ever see them in their beginnings. Thus 
our judgments are apt to be wrong. What is 
essential to remember is tha.t every custom has 
been designed by man to serve some real or 
fancied purpose. He has seen a use for it. In 
the sphere of religión especially we are often 
shocked by the bestialities and brutalities" of 
savage Ufe. But as no condition of life is final, 
as the savage state is only a stage in the evolution 
of man, so we find that as man evolves his customs 
change, and gradually that which is bestial and 
brutal is discarded. The ascending spirit responds 
more and more to the higher ethic. And strikingly 
enough it is in responding to the higher ethic 
that he comes into conflict with the self-regarding 
principie. The ills from which we suffer in our 
social life are due to our not having learned to 
regúlate his lower principie, making it co-operate 
with the other-regarding principie of life. 
Ultimately we shall do .so, and then our social 
unrest and its atiendan t evils will pass away.

The roots of our idealism are in life, Pessimism 

positive being. He has a profound regard for 
the verb " To Do.” He must act 1 and hjs 
action produces results; sets in operation forces 
which are modifying factors in future develop. 
ments. The man of to-day is the result of past 
efforts. If he starts on a higher plañe than the 
savage, the savage has contributed to his develop- 
ment. He cannot repudíate the past. The 
changes of eternities are wrapped up in him. 
They may emerge at anv moment and transform 
his outlook. A jostle in the road of life may 
give him a new view-point. A slight rise in the 
tide of consciousness may sweep him right into 
a new kingdom, bring into being new faculties 
and powers. For the tide is rising. It may 
ebb for a season, but its flow is greater than the 
ebb ; it is a forward flow, onward to new countries 
and undiscovered isles.

We may bend our gaze to the ground, and 
study earth-worms. We may look at the stais, 
and make them our " book of fate.” We may 
ignore either, and rush through life with a whiz 
and a bang, thinking we are doing something 
great. We may worship success, and bend every 
effort to achieve it. But one thing remains 
true : " Seek ye first the Kingdom of God. and His 
righteousness.” That is the first essential. It 
brings us back to the biological foundation of 
ethics and religión. Life lives on service, is in 
fact itself service. Therefore “ to serve ” is 
to live. Thus if our ideáis are narrow, our life 
will be restricted. We can make a fetish of 
success. We can go mad over a career; we 
can win the plaudits of the crowd, may even 
sway multitudes with the " word of our mouth,” 
but unless we seek the tmly great things, these 
will be as dust and bitter ashes. No, a man 
must not be subject to success, to a career, to 
an ambition; these must be subject to him. 
He must be able to discard these without a pang, 
feeling that he is greater than them all. Only 
thus can he live to eternity. Blessed is the man 
who can be himself. Strive then to be thyself 
and not the echo of another 1

(To be continued.)

Si Si Si

VO1CES.

“ Drink, drinka deep draught from the chalice of 
Lethe,

And float in oblivion, dreamless as death '*■—
And 1 drank, but 1 dreamed of a great devastador), 

Of wailing and woe, 
And a vast conflagraron

The War-fiend had lit with the blast of his breath.

“ Drink. drink, speed away to the Land of the Lotus”—
1 lifted the goblet, the red wine 1 quaffed ;
And 1 sped, like the wrailh of a Lost Soul that 

wanders,
Through France, and the East, 
And through desoíate Flanders ;

And demons of Memory followed and laughed.

“ Drink, drink ” (yet a voice) “ from the Cup that I 
proffer,

For solace is found in the Water of Life”—
And sleep carne at last, and a joyous awaking,

And out of the mists,
Ever clearing and breaking

Peace rose, like a bird, from the ashes of Strife.
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Some Psychic Impressions with Commentaries.
By S. E. HAGGARD.

IN the most ancient dynasties of Egypt, kings, 
we are told, served a seven year’s apprentice- 
ship to beggary, in order that they might 

be able to feel sympathy for the poorest in the 
realm, before they took upon themselves the 
reins of Govemment. How would a like humane 
proceeding be regarded at this stage of the world’s 
history, when ease and luxury are looked upon 
as the necessities of civilisation ? But are not 
bishops and archbishops largely responsible for 
our present travesty of true culture ? Yea, 
verily, for in such matters the laity have always 
followed in the wake of the clergy, and had the 
clergy followed in the wake of the Christ this 
spurious state of things called civilisation would 
never have come to pass. Could anything be 
more opposed to the teaching and practice of 
the Christ than Christendom’s attitude, in the 
supposed cause of Christianity, at the present 
day ? The day of the Lord carne as a thief in 
the night, and when we were weighed in the balance 
it found us wanting. May it leave us with a 
civilisation less unlike that of those ancient rulers 
who evidently understood the science of life as 
no generation since has done, except perhaps in 
the case of the Essene Jews. I think we may 
judge that the queens of those ancient dynasties 
did “ their bit ” by anticipating the behest of 
The Christ to gather up the fragments that nothing 
be wasted. Ah yes, for then God was King of 
Kings.

On the Saturday after I wrote the foregoing 
the Hastings Observe? contained a report of a 
lecture on “ Education in Ancient Egypt,” which 
confirmed my surmise that the above had emanated 
from a spirit source.

The lecturer (Mrs. Percival Barlow) said that if Herbert 
Spencer's definition oí education as a preparation for 
complete living be accepted, then the Ancient Egyptians 
were truer educators than we, and the minds of Egypt 
had still a most important influence on our modern 
education and Ufe. Children of all ranks were then 
given a free education, which provided an open career 
for talent. In their schools the three r’s and pianners 
were taught, and d.ligence therein enabled a boy to 
become a scribe, and a scribe might aspire to any post, 
reUgious or civil, under the Pharoahs. Only a proportion 
of the scholars could become scribes ; the rest received 
some technical instruction in the occupation they were 
going to follow in Ufe. Each craft had its own quarter 
of the city, and this careful training tended to the high 
degree of exceUence attained in many of the Egyptian 
crafts—e.g., glass making, working in granite, and fine 
Unen work. Above the elementary pubUc school carne 
the miUtary schools and the faculty colleges or universities 
in which a youth could follow on to an advanced stage 
in Medicine. Art, Architecture, Astronomy, Science, 
Mathematics, o.r Theology. The wisdom of the Egyptians 
was shown in all lands. The great College of Heliopolis 
was described and compared with our own universities.

Professor Henry Drummond has just said to 
me—" It should not be difficult to comprehend 
the law and the forcé of heredity in the light of 
the Jewish nation, who have borne the imprint 
of their remarkable characteristics throughout 
the ages since a nationality was assigned to them. 

to spirit-spheres. The Anglo-Israelite theory, if 
true, is certainly a matter of heredity and destiny, 
as the British nation are realisers of the predictions 
pronounced upon Joseph, the only Christlike 
son of his father, who was born under the law 
of which love is the fulfilment.

It is not often that so many things combine 
in making evident a scientific truth as the following 
narration suggests. Mr. W. T. Stead, in one of 
his earliest spirit-communications, stated that a 
catagorical mode of imparting knowledge to 
students prevailed in the schools and colleges of 
spirit-realms, and gave a specimen of the same. 
One of the questions was—*’ What is Matter ? ” 
The answer was—“consolidated ether.” Now 
having been given, by inspiration, some time 
before, a poem containing the following lines—

" Art thinking of the dawn ?
When focussed atoms, drawn from etheric space, 
Did one by one consoüdate
Until, under God’s synthesis, the earths were formed,” 

one could not help feeling glad that the poem 
had really expressed a fact, and was not merely 
fancy. Also, having witnessed a short time before, 
myriads of highly coloured lightning-like flashes 
in the atmosphere, about the size and form of 
the centres of the little globules called “ electric 
lights ”—excepting that there were red and yellow 
flashes which were nebulous, and somewhat larger 
in appearance than the rest—this phenomenon 
made plain to me the fact of electrons, or whatever 
else they may correctly be called, being rife in 
the air. To have looked upon the phenomenon 
as a disintegrated rainbow would have been foolish- 
ness indeed. Moreover, I afterwards heard a 
lecture by our late astronomer-royal, Sir Robert 
Ball, entitled “ Our and other earths’ beginnings,” 
when there was depicted upon the screen those 
very electrons, attracted to a nucleous, and whirling 
round and round, at the same time by forcé of 
attraction drawing to themselves other electrons, 
until they assumed a huge feather-like form, 
with tip and stem conjoining. There were eight 
of these nuclei depicted, which Professor Ball 
denominated “ our earth and her satellites.” 
They were always whirling round in one and the 
same direction, which showed, he said, design in 
their movements, and this focussing of electrons, 
continued until they gravitated into a mass of 
consolidated ether, called matter, otherwise earth. 
Surely it would not be straining a point to surmise 
gold as being consolidated yellow electrons, such 
as were seen by myself in the atmosphere, and 
the other innumerable highly-coloured geometrically 
shaped electrons to be what are consolidated 
into “ preciou^ stones,” found beneath the debris 
of the earth’s surface. Futhermore, about this 
time a phenomenon of white electrons was witnessed 
by myself which, though too dazzlingly bright 
to gaze upon, yet had a most wonderfully health- 
giving effect. This phenomenon I have seen 
again and again.

__11-J
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of Godhead, as our earth and her satellites have 
around that orb we are accustomed to speak of 
as rising and setting. It would seem too that 
those '* starry heavens,” unlike our earthy 
abode, are not charged with such magnetic or 
gravitating forcé as keeps sojourners here from 
rising into space at will, or moving from place 
to place by merely an exercise of thought. Yes, 
when in the flesh we are weighted by an etheric 
power which when focussed could almost annihilate 
the earthly framp, such being the power of the 
gravitating forcé that pervades our atmosphere. 
From this it would seem the spirit spheres are free. 
“ The Lord by wisdom founded the earth; by 
understanding He established the heavens."

Having experimented some few years ago in 
home-wine making, I am able to say, with almost 
certainty, that such beverages are non-intoxicating 
until kept at least six months, provided of course 
that no extra alcohol is added. Therefore if the 
Govemment gave strict orders that no beer, wine, 
or spirits be brewed or distilled in quantities ovér 
a six months’ consumption, intoxication could in 
no wise accrue from the imbibing of such beverages. 
Henee The Christ’s justification for turning of 
water into wine, as a sustainer of nerve forcé, 
and even as a quencher of thirst. Alas' how 
many of the Godhead’s " good things ” are despised 
or abused in the making or application. The 
Christ said, " I will not drink of the fruit of the 
Vine until I drink of it new with you in my Father’s 
Kingdom.”

Psychologists can be as unspiritual as they 
like and still be psychologists, but they cannot 
be Spiritualists and still be unspiritual, for 
Spiritualistic science implies more than Christianity. 
It implies Christ-likeness, not merely conformity 
to Christain doctrines. If the practisers of psycho- 
logical arts, ’some quarter of a century ago had 
been called psychologists instead of Spiritualists, 
which in all probability they were far from being, 
it would have saved Spiritualism from much of 
the stigma that has been attached to it.

As an interesting point in Scriptural interpretation, 
“ Peace on earth, goodwill to men " ought to be 
rendered, " Peace on earth to men of good-will.’

®

The Immortal Life.'-
IN the " Letters from a Living Dead Man ” written 

down automatically by Elsa Barker as she was 
influenced by an other-world inspirer, occurs , the 

following interesting passage :—
" Last night I stood in a great church where hundreds 

of Christians knelt in adoration of Jesús. I have stood 
in churches on Christmas Eve when on earth as a man 
among men; but I saw things last night which I had 
never seen before. Surely where two or tnree are gathered 
together in the ñame of any prophet, there he is in the 
midst of them, if not always in his spiritual body, at least 
in the fragrance of his sympathy.

The angels in the Christian heavens know when Christ
mas is being celebrated on earth.

Jesús of Nazareth is a reality. As a spiritual body, 
as Jesús who dwelt in Galilee, He exists in space and 
time I as the Christ, the paradigm of the spiritual man. 
He exists in the hearts of all men and women who awaken 
that idea in themselves. He is a light which is reflected 
in many pools.

I wrote the other day about Adepts and Masters. 
Jesús is a type of the greatest Master. He is revered 
in all the heavens. He grasped the Law and dared to 
live it, to exemplify it. And when He said, " The*Father 
and I are. one,” He pointed the way by which other 
men may realise mastership in themselves.

Humanitv on its long road has evolved many Masters. 
Who then shall daré to question that humanity has 
justified itself ? If one demands to know what purpose 
there is in life, tell him that it is this very evolution of 
the Master out of the man. Eternity is long. The 
goal is ahead for each unit of sufficient strength, and 
those who cannot lead can serve.

This thought carne home to me with special forcé last 
night. I am not so bold as to say that every unit in 
the great mass is strong enough, has energy enough, 
to evolve individual mastership ; but there is no unit 
so weak that it may not have some part, however small, 
in the work of evolving Masters out of men. It is sweet 
to serve. They too have their reward.

The great mistake made by most minds in wrestling 
with the problem of evolution is in not grasping the 
fact that eternity is eternity, that to be immortal is to 
have no beginning or end. There is time enough in 
which to develop, if not in this life eyele, then in another 
which will follow; for rhythm is sure.

If I could only make you grasp the idea of immortality 
as I see it ! I did not fully understand it until I carne 
out here and began to pick up the threads of my own 
past. My reason told me that I was immortal, but 
I did not know what immortality meant. I wonder 
if you do ?

I know an ángel who has done more, perhaps, than 
many prophets have done to keep that idea alight in 
the world. Until I met the one whom we know as the 
Beautiful Being I had not revelled in the .triumph of 
immortality. There is one who plays with immortality 
as a child plays with marbles.

When the Beautiful Being says; “ I am,” you know 
that you are too. When the Beautiful Being says, 
*' I pluck the centuries as a child pulís the petáis oí a 
daisy, and I throw away the seed-bearing heart to grow 
more century-bearing daisies," you feel—but words 
are weak to express what the Beautiful Being's joy in 
endless life can make one feel.

You forget the thing of flesh and bones which you 
used to cali yourself when this hint of conscious irn- 
mortality exults in its own existence.

When the Beautiful Being takes yóu for a walk in 
what it calis the “ cío ver meado ws of the sky,” you 
are quite sure that you are one of the co-heirs of the 
whole eternal estáte.

The Beautiful Being knows well the Christ of the 
Christians. I think the Beautiful Being knows all the 
great Masters, embodied or • disembodied. They all 
taught immortality in some form or other, if only in 
essence.

The Beautiful Being went with me last night to the 
highest heaven of the Christians. Should I tell you 
all that I saw you might be- in too great a hurry to go I 
out there and view it for yourself, and you must not 
leave the earth for a long time yet. You must realise 
immortality while still in the flesh, and make others 
realise it.

I have told you about the minor heavens, where merely 
good people go; but the passionately devout lovers 
of God reach heights of contempíation and ecstasy which 
the words of the world’s languages were not designed 
to describe. With the Beautiful Being at my side I 
felt those ecstasies last night, while you 1 were locked 
in sleep.

Where shall I be next Christmas Eve ?•’’ I shall be 
somewhere in the universe ; for we- could not get out 
of the universe if we should try. The universe could 
not get on without us ; it would be incomplete.

S &

WAIT1NG.
Though still unseen and still unheafd, yet we believe 

That you are here ;
We have not pierced the veil ’twixt life and death yet 

That you ate near. know

Your wider knowledge helps you through the waitiug 
l ili we niaj come, time

Our lesser knowledge blinds our eyes and to our ears 
Your voice seems dumb.

Yet you are near us all wheree’er we be, and still 
Our guide is you ; ,, .

So we believe that when our passing comes, yowr-hand 
Will lead us through.

MALCOLM CRITCHLEY.
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Phrenology : A Psychic Study.—IX.
By J. P. BLACKFORD, F.B.P.S.

HUMAN FACULTIES INNATE.

WHILST 'many theories have been advanced 
as to the nature of the mind, the soul, 
or the psyche, no one of them has yet 

gained universal acceptance, because of the 
lack of such incontrovertible evidence as is neces
sary to establish its truth beyond the shadow 
of a doubt. In a matter of this kind the scientist 
can only accept the evidence of his senses, 
and although these are admittedly very limited 
in their scope, as well as subject to occasional 
deception, yet their testimony is the only reliable 
authority he has for the acceptance of a presented 
fact as a veritable truth.

The mind in its nature, as an entity separable 
from the body, is invisible, intangible, impalpable, 
imperceptible. It cannot be seen, heard, or 
felt; henee to the physical scientist its very 
existence is purely a matter of speculation. To 
appreciate its existence, therefore, some other 
form of proof must be available, and this is 
presented to us in the mind’s manifestations, 
through the mediumship of the brain. Without 
this médium it cannot manifest, for when the brain 
is asleep, or anaesthetised with opium, chloroform, 
or nitrous-oxide gas, or when its blood supply is 
stopped, then the mind or psyche ceases to have 
the power of expressing itself or of demonstrating 
its existence.

The manifestations of the mind, however, 
when given through a living healthy brain, are 
of such a character as leave no doubt about the 
existence of a power behind the brain. The 
only altemative is, that the manifestations are 
the result of molecular action in the brain itself. 
This is not even a plausible theory as the brain in 
itself is but an inert mass of nervous matter— 
sightless, mute, numb. It bears the same relation 
to mental activity that the church organ bears to 
music. This instrument is a marvellous arrange- 
mént of mechanism, of pipes, reeds, bellows, 
keys, pedáis, etc., but of itself it emits no sound, 
and is absolutely incapable of producing the 
simplest note; yet when the bellows are inflated, 
the pedáis are pressed, and the keys are swept 
by a master hand, the rhythmical music pours 
forth in tones dulcet and mellow, or swelling to 
floods of fullest, richest harmony, according to 
the desire and the skill of the player. The music 
dwells not in the organ’s mechanism but in the 
soul of the musician; who, however, could not 
manifest. his wondrous emotion, were it not for 
the instrument, which converts the passion of 
his soul into the marvellous sound vibrations 
which thrill and charm us. And so, the brain, 
as the organ of the psyche, remains pulseless 
and torpid, until at its master’s bidding the 
latent forces are roused, and thought, reason, 
passion, affection, emotion, imagination, and all 
the physical powers spring into action, until 
the world has perforce to know that the master 
is there.

All our mental or spiritual faculties are innate. 
They are an integral and absolutely necessary 
part of ourselves, and have been so from the 
moment of our nativity. No. person has ever 

koon orívpn- nr arnnitai q cíntrla -for»ii1+xr 

person human. All animáis possess all the 
faculties which constitute each a member of its 
species. Every dog no matter of what breed, 
whether it be the lordly mastiff or the tiny shrink- 
ing pet which is carried in its lady owner’s muff, 
possesses all the canine faculties ; every cat all 
the feline powers. It is the possession of these 
which makes them dog and cat; arid it is the 
possession of all the human faculties which con- 
stitutes their possessor a human being. If any 
person had one more faculty than others, he 
would be more than a man ; if one less, he would 
be less than a man. All human faculties are 
inherently possessed by all normal human beings, 
from the beginning of their existence; if it 
were not so they could not be human.

What then accounts for all the differences 
between men—the wise and the ignorant, the 
poet and the boor, the philosopher and the fool, 
the man whose wonderful conceptions lift him 
to the loftiest heaven, and the vacant, stolid, 
obtuse blunderer whose crass stupidity excites 
our pity ? As I have indicated in previous 
arricies the differences are not due to the number 
of the faculties possessed ; but to the amount, 
or degree of strength of each inherited power; 
the extent to which they have been developed, 
and the quality of the médium through which 
they are expressed.

Let me illustrate the point. Every violin has 
the same number of strings, and from the corres- 
ponding strings in a number of violins the same 
note can be produced in pitch, as far as the number 
of vibrations are concemed ; but what a startling 
variation there would be in the purity, sweetness 
and strength of the tones produced. TKe differ
ences lie not in the number of the strings, but 
in the forms of the instruments,' the qualities 
of the materials of which they are composed, 
and the skill or art of the makers whose know- 
ledge or genius fashioned them. The parallel 
is obvious, and need not be laboured. Disease 
and malformation are abnormal conditions which 
frequently impair mental manifestations, but 
they do not subvert the general truth.

In this connection, recognising that our 
psychical powers are innate, and following upon 
the recent articles on “ Heredity,” it appears 
to be an exceedingly desirable thing to secure 
for every child born the best possible conditions, 
more especially as to parentage; and persons 
contemplating parenthood should see to it, that 
their selection of partners should be made with 
a due regard to their psychic combination in 
view of the heritable influence upon the children 
of the unión. That the physical condition of 
each should be above suspicion goes without 
saying, as it would be almost criminal to cause 
the birth of infants doomed to perpetual ill-healtb, 
and consequent physical and mental incapacity. 
Parents who did this would certainly be morally 
culpable; and, as the world progresses, such 
parents will some day be held responsible to the 
law for any such infringement of the rights 
of the unbom.

The appeal to psychists is more particularly 
to that nobler sense of duty which would make 
fKo uráxr AQCIPr fnr Fino rvf 



toned bram ; such as will provide an ideal organ 
ior the souls operations, and give facilities for 
early and extended development. Such can 
only be done by a careful and studied consideration

A Grain of Comfort.
By DORIS SEVERN.

WHEN one looks at the widespread 
covered with gallant young lives

field 
laid 

down on the altar of Liberty and Right, 
it is difficult to find a word to say to the hearts 
left desoíate. Yet one would like to offer just 
a few thoüghts to the fathers and mothers left 
by the empty fireside,—and with all tendemess, 
I would'hazard the question—" Are you regarding 
the sacrifice from your standpoint or from his ? “ 
If from his, take comfort for it is promotion for 
him—one step upwards on ” the great world’s 
altar stairs, that slope through darkness up to 
God.” He is yet alive in the truest and best 
sense, for many of them have told us after passing 
o ver—“ I am more alive than I have ever been.” 
In their spiritual body they are free from all 
trace of wounds or disease, free moreover from 
whatever trace of' imperfection beset them here. 

. The living heart is more full of love than ever ; 
the intellect however bright it was. here, is more 
brilliant. Think of it ! magnificently alive in 
a perfected. body—their future assured, their 
progress certain. And the separation from you 
is not nearly so complete as you imagine. Many 
a time when you are sitting grieving alone in the 
twilight they are with you, striving to make 
you conscious of their presence, calling you by 
the oíd pet ñames dating from their childhood, 
tuming away after a time, saddened that yóu 
do not “ sense ” them near you. It is not necessary 
to actually see them, though to many of us even 
that has been granted. There exists a delicate 
ethereal sixth sense by which you can perceive 
them, to your great joy, and lasting comfort. 
I have said they are with you in your homes. 
Still more are they near you in the services of 
the Church, nearest of all in the Holy Eucharist. 
For they have not lost their Church membership 
by the act of passing over. They are with us 
when we commemorate the supreme act of Love 
and Sacrifice. They themselves having made 
the great surrender are drawn into one brotherhood 
of Love. One word more: they are safe from 
whatever " the world’s slow stain ” may have 
brought them in their years of earthly life. And 
there they will never grow oíd or cynical. Think 
of it ! And every day is a milestone passed 
in the joumey bringing you nearer to re-unión.

Pessimistic Astrology.—If astrologers can be con
siderad prophets, the war may last uritil May, 1919. 
The great war eclipse of August 2ist, 1914, which fell 
in the twenty-seventh degree of Leo, lasted for four and 
three-quarter hours. According to oíd authorities, says 
the astrologer Mr Llewellyn George, this would measure 
its influence in years. Another astrologer draws attention 
to the planets at the birth of the Kaiser. Mars was 
conjoined with Neptune in the watery sign Pisces, both 
culminating at the meridian. Duringjuly and August, 
1914, Mars was transiting exactly opposite this fatal 
spot in the Kaiser's natiyity.—Daily Express.

Mr. James Lawrbnce, President of the Wallsend 
Society of Spiritualists, was on August igth presented by 
the members and friends of the Society with a handsome 
gola medal, suitably inscribed, as a token of their deep 
esteem and appreciation of his work. 

of pre-natal conditions, of which a judicious 
choice of partner is a first and an imperative 
necessity. In this matter remember that 
Phrenology can help you.

í l Be Not Afraid.”
By NADA.

DEAR Souls, Men and Women.—The nations are 
at war, and from almost every home some loved 
one is fighting ; and many have passed or are 

passing beyond. Men in the trenches are suffering 
from terrible discomforts; sometimes there is a sea of 
mud and they have to stand up to their knees in water. 
Yet we hear no complaints. Their comrades lie about 
them, dead and dying ; and those who are alive are 
sore bewildered by the slaughter. At home too men 
and women are often beside themselves with fear for 
those out there who are dear to them. But be not afraid 
for are not these bodies of ours the temple of the Most 
High ? In each of us, that divine spark is alive, and 
will never die. You men who go out to battle, keep 
your bodies therefore, as far as you can, a fit abiding 
place for that which is divine, and remember that should 
your body be shot, and what we cali death takes place, 
you go not to Death, but onward to Life—a more 
wonderful Life than you have ever known before, a Life 
full of love, of work, of action.

And you- who so pass can through Love lift the veil 
for those left behind on earth, and speak to them. We 
are all, in a way, fond of our bodies, and that is right. 
We shall not wholly lose our bodily form for after our 
sleep, we will awaken with a more perfect spiritual body.

Among those who go out to the battlefields, many 
will return having no hurt, but there will be others who 
will return maimed for life. Those who pass through 
hell, and return in body, should still remember the divine 
within them, and for the years they remain on this earth 
not forget that as much has been given to them so much 
will also be required. Let them bring back from hell, 
love not hate; and those who are maimed, may the whole 
English nation continué to give them love and care.

Therefore you brave heroic souls who have fought for 
king and kin and country, still “ stand fast, quit you 

. like men, be strong," for whether you live or die, the 
wonderful power of love on this earth-plane, and on the 
plañe beyond, will wrap you about with a fire-proof 
coat of divine protection., And you women, who have 
been left at home, to wait and work, and long for some 
loved one’s return, " be not afraid ’’ for the age has 
come when even the dead return, not to live as moríais 
on earth as before, but to live on a higher plañe, and to 
draw their loved ones upwards. The material has given 
place to the spiritual, and love has conquered Death. 
You need not be afraid to lea ve them in the care of that 
perfect Love and Wisdom which passeth all understanding

ÜÜ S
DA1SIES.

Children of the morning, 
With the star-like eyes 

Dewy tears adorning, 
Looking to the skies ;

Drooping limp and cheerless, 
Through the lonely night;

Rising fresh and fearless, 
In the morning light.

Children robed in whiteness 
From your hearts of gold, 

Giving of your brightness, 
To a world that’s coid.

Giving, where no treasure 
Would be sought, or found ; 

Giving in full measure, 
Even to stony ground.

Children ever dinging 
Near to mother earth, 

Know ye, in your bringing 
With you at your birth, 

Hope, and joy, and gladness, 
Mete for every day,

Makes our paths of sadness 
One bright starry way.

MARGT. NICHOLSON.
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Automatic Script from Mr. W. T. Stead.

AFTER Mr. W. T. Stead carne to the cióse 
of his physical life in the Titanic, Mrs. 
Annie Bright, the late editor of The 

Harbinger of Light, received from him by automatic 
writing a series of striking letters which she 
unhesitatingly published as “ by W. T. Stead.” 
The following is one of the series, and was printed 
in the May, 1913, issue of that excellent Spiritualist 
joumal:—How to wake up people to a knowledge 
of the potencies and realities of spirit-life is 
the one desire of the spiritual conclaves dirccting 
this work. When I look back upon my earth 
life, the most remarkable thing to me is that 
I did not realise much more than I did, that 
we are surrounded by “ a great cloud of witnesses,” 
and that Milton’s words—

" Millions of spiritual creatures walk the earth unseen ; 
Both when we sleep and when we wake,’'

are absolutely true. We repeat these things, 
and do not grasp their importance. Clergymen 
with the Bible in their hands—which is simply 
full of the appearance of angels, and relates such 
things as Peter being released from prison by 
an ángel—generally denounce all the modem 
evidences of apparitions as untrustworthy, or, 
if well authenticated, as the work of the devil. 
All through the ages and in every class of literature 
down to the present day, there are records of 
ghosts, as they are called, although the genuiife, 
not faked, ones are always those of some oné who 
has passed over, and wishes to come back for 
some purpose. Just as in the ghost scene in 
Hamlet do these apparitions come, drawn to 
earth by some strong desire. Many books have 
been written lately with proof upon proof, 
corroboration after corroboration of apparitions 
being seen by two or more people at the same 
time. It is a great subject, and I want people 
to see the possibility of it, its reasonableness, 
and, above all, its great importance.

Most people investígate spiritual things from 
an entirely materialistic standpoint. In earth 
life I felt Sir Oliver Lodge’s illustration, of our 
beginning to hear ” the pickaxes ” of those 
working on the other side of the tunnel that 
was to open up communication with the spirit 
world, as too material a thought. It exactly 
representstheattitude of most psychical researchers 
so afraid of being deceived that they positively 
block the way for the Light to enter their souls. 
Myers began in that way, then got his spiritual 
eyes opened, and found after ten years of spiritual 
development that while he was laboriously delving 
among earthly strata for evidence of existence 
beyond the grave, that all the while spiritual 
messengers were at hand, waiting for recognition. 
All his digging and delving to suit material minds 
might have been left undone, as far as his own 
conviction went. People want to start right, 
and the first great lesson to leam is that their 
bodies are simply the overcoat to the real man— 
the Ego.

All this is coming to the front by recent investiga- 
tions in what is known as the " Double.” It 
is not always spirits who have passed into the 
spirit world who show themselves to their fellows. 
In sleep and in times of deep abstraction, of 
great distress and anxiety, spirits are known 
to have made themselves visible at great distances 
from their bodies. Your books by latest authors 
are full of instances, corroborated by many 
witnesses. All of you who wish to get to the 

bedrock of this subject should read what has 
been already written.

What an awakening it will be when they pass 
over ! Things they considered the most important 
of all are seen to be actually worthless. That 
is why, as I told you in one of my communications, 
I found on the walls of my home over here pictures 
of scenes in my earth life that had to do solely 
with my spiritual development. Important 
events in the eyes of my friends, or perhaps 
myself, were not represented, simply because 
they were of the earth, earthy. So from actual 
visión I can now testify that millions of spiritual 
creatures walk the earth unseen, and that when 
conditions are favourable they can show themselves.

It is the most natural thing that they should 
do so, and the nearer man approaches in spiritual 
stature to what he is intended for he will speak 
with spirits face to face. This spiritual world 
will no longer be the boume whence no traveller 
retums. You will be. in such tune with the 
infinite that all the wonders of the Universe 
will be open to your unclouded visión. You 
will not be barred out as now by materialistic 
thought that cannot get' a glimpse even to the 
glories of the eternal verities. But remember, 
for your consolation, that they are all there 
waiting for your recognition.

Materialised forms are more common than 
most of you are aware. Some walk .your streets 
and would not be distinguished from ordinary 
passers-by. Many sensitives see forms as real, 
as solid, with clothes that can be felt and handled, 
as if in the flesh. Do not scoff at this. Not 
one of you can say how this too solid flesh comes 
into existence—is formed. Those on the spirit 
side of life know and use this power, just as well 
as the Yogis can use the forces of nature to grow 
plants at your seances.

Your photographic plates can produce the 
forms that accompany a sitter. Sometimes they 
are taken without a camera. The knowledge 
that the real man is the Ego, and that it can on 
occasion be seen and photographed, is an indication 
only of this great corroboration of the reality 
of apparitions that *will come in the near future. 
You are simply children at present in the lowest 
form, leaming the rudiments only of a great 
store of occult knowledge that surpasses every- 
thing you pride yourselves on knowing in the 
earth life. Then will come the great awakening. 
Then will come the great Illumination ! Then 
will the earth be filled with knowledge that will 
change the whole future of the race.

Meanwhile, let your wiseacres declare as loudly 
as they like that ghosts are a thing of the past, 
that increasing knowledge has dissipated them 
into thin air. It is not true. Increased knowledge 
of psychical facts, increased study will bring all 
these things into the light of day, and leave all 
the scoffers far behind in the rear. Be of good 
courage ! Be steadfast ! And to each one I 
say that great strength shall come, great illumina
tion, facts that shall break down for ever the 
obstacles that are raised between the individual 
soul and the great Centre from whence cometh 
all our strength. This has to come, even to us, 
your fellow-travellers in an upward path towards 
a goal beyond the ken of moríais, and which 
eníranchised spirits can at bestbut dimly apprehend. 
But this we know, that the goal is there, and 
that it is Love, Justicc, Power in excelsis.
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The Art of Doing.
By HORAC1 LEAF.

ALL truly great people have understood 
and practised the art of doing things. 
Had they not, we should never have 

known them. Here lies one of the principal 
valúes of life. People are remembered by what 
they have done. Sócrates, Julius Ceasar, Shakes
peare, Pitt, and thousands more, have written 
their ñames upon the scroll of fame because of 
the things they did. It is the only way in this 
world by which we can really judge anyone. 
True it is not the best method, but it is reserved 
for God to " read the heart of man.”

The art of doing things properly rests upon 
a correct appreciation of the materials with 
which we have to deal, and foremost among them 
is one’s self. Is not this a perfectly rational 
manner of procedure ? What is the first requisite 
demanded of the person of whom an important 
task is committed, if it is not that he shall have 
a thorough knowledge of the subject ? He 
cannot be too well acquainted with his business, 
the more he knows the greater our confidence. 
Now, no task is superior to that of living. All 
that we do and are and hope to be are comprised 
in that. Therefore, the first thing we must 
leam, if we would be artists in Doing, is to know 
as much as possible about ourselves.

If you are interested enough to ask the question, 
What am I ? you will probably be interested 
enough to try and find out; and if you do that 
you will be surprised at the immensity and 
difñculty of the quest. But do not become 
disappointed and pessimistic and say

" with a long-drawn sigh,
My clay with long obUvion has gone dry,” 

because you are only delaying the day when this 
task must be undertaken, and it will then be 
faced with a heavier heart. Let it not be said
of you:

" Full many a flower of purest ray serene 
The dark unfathomed caves of ocean bear: 
Full many a flower is bom to blush unseen, 
And waste its sweetness on the desert air.”

Study the art of doing, and you may be sure 
that your will not be “ to dumb forgetfulness 
a prey," but a man or a woman remembered for 
good deeds. It is a beautiful but undoubted 
fact, the more a person understands himself 
the nobler his life becomes. Se natural is this 
law, that many great thinkers have concluded 
that evil is the result of ignorance.

You may complain that circumstances are 
against you doing some particular thing. You 
would if you could, but you cannot. God has 
been so wise in constructing us that he has given 
us the ability to over-ride all such difficulties, 
as the art of doing belongs essentially to motives. 
The proposition, so often analysed by eminent 
philosophers in all ages, resolves itself into this: 
I will do the best I can in any circumstances. 
No one is excluded from this law. It is the 
obvious duty of all. It is the only ground for 
success and failure; the only real failure is 
when one has not done the best he could; 
and the only real success is when they 
have done all in their power with the purest 
intention. So all-embracing is this law that it 
touches every incident in life. So self-contained, 
that it acts apart from the judgments of man- 
kind : although so actual in its application to 
life that none can fail to mark and applaud those 
who act up to it. It govems in every detail 
the art of doing. It is the alpha and omega of life.

“The Angels of Peace.”
HEAVENLY FORMS OR BEAUTIFUL CLOUDS?

ASTRANGE spiritual obsession has laid hold of the
• minds of hundreds of persons in the little riverside 
town of Grays, who emphatically assert that 

for several nights past, about 9.30, while the after-glow 
of the sun suffused the sky, three unmistakable apparitions, 
angelic in form, have appeared in the heavens. with 
wings outspread, immediately above the training-ships 
in the river.

At first it was thought the supposed angels might be 
aeroplanes, but this theory was dispelled by their stationary 
attitudes, and the absence of the familiar sound of air- 
craft.

Eye-witnesses tell me that they could neither believe 
ñor deny the evidence of their senses. Ñor were they 
inclined to regard what they have seen as merely fantastic 
shapes formed by the clouds.

One said :—" I am neither a dreamer ñor a believer 
in spiritual phenomena, but at the same time I plainly 
saw three figures outlined against a rainbow which 
answered in all respeets to Gustave Dore’s pictures oí 
celestial beings.

" What they were passes my comprehension. Of 
course, I must take it for granted that they were cloud 
shapes, but I did not imagine them.

There they were, three of them, and, what is just as 
wonderful, many people say they could read the word 
‘ Peace ’ in a sort of halo over their heads.”

Such is the state of the public mind here that the 
" peace angels,” as they are called, are talked of all over 
the district, and, while some are derisive and facetious 
on the subject, it is astonishing to note the earnest way 
in which the majority regard the matter, standing about 
in groups watching every sign in the evening sky.— 
Daily Express, August 20, 1917.

•
DISAPPOINTED VISITORS TO GRAYS.

Many persons have visited Grays to see the phantom 
" angels of peace,” which, as stated in yesterday’s Daily 
Express, were declared by a large number of people 
to have appeared in the sky about 9.30 on several nights.

Some of the visitors took telescopes with them. The 
balance of opinión was that the supposed forms were 
only cloud shapes.

A local clergyman has taken the matter up with the 
laudable desire of steadying the minds of the people. 
The Rev. J. W. Hayes points out that Grays is not the 
place to look for angels 1 The incident, he says, afiords 
one more example of human credulity and the strange 
psychological power by which hallucinations crystallise 
into popular beliefs.

The " peace angels ” have nearly had a tragic accompani- 
ment. A man gazed sky-wards so intently that he 
walked into the water and was brought out with 
difñculty.—Daily Express, August 21, 1917.

TWILIGHT PHENOMENON SEEN IN DEVON.

A correspondent writes to the Daily Express from 
Tavistock, Devon, that something similar to the phenome
non reported to have beeij seen at Grays was plainly 
visible at Tavistock on Sunday evening :—

“ About 9.25 my companion noticed a strange appear- 
anee in the south and on going out we saw a silvery 
crucifix clearly. defined against a cloudless twilight sky.

*' It retained this appearance for some moments. and 
then it gradually assumed the form of a flying ángel 
and slowly floated towards the south-east, where it appeared 
to evapórate. The whole display lasted (as far as we 
know) about ten minutes.”
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retribution, and encourage the vilest to believe that he may 
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somewhere, somehow, if he will only assent to statements 
which he does not understand, which he does not believe, 
and in the truth of which he feels no sort of real interest.-" 
IV. Stainton Moses.
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The Art of Doing.
By HORACE LEAF.

ALL truly great people have understood 
and practised the art of doing things. 
Had they not, we should never have 

known them. Here lies one of the principal 
valúes of life. People are remembered by what 
they have done. Sócrates, Julius Ceasar, Shakes
peare, Pitt, and thousands more, have written 
their ñames upon the scroll of fame because of 
the things they did. It is the only way in this 
world by which we can really judge anyone. 
True it is not the best method, but it is reserved 
for God to " read the heart of man.”

The art of doing things properly rests upon 
a correct appreciation of the materials with 
which we have to deal, and foremost among them 
is one’s self. Is not this a perfectly rational 
manner of procedure ? What is the first requisite 
demanded of the person of whom an important 
task is committed, if it is not that he shall have 
a thorough knowledge of the subject ? He 
cannot be too well acquainted with his business, 
the more he knows the greater our confidence. 
Now, no task is superior to that of living. All 
that we do and are and hope to be are comprised 
in that. Therefore, the first thing we must 
leam, if we would be artists in Doing, is to know 
as much as possible about ourselves.

If vou are interested enough to ask the question, 
What am I ? you will probably be interested 
enough to try and find out; and if you do that 
yon will be surprised at the immensity and 
difficulty of the quest. But do not become 
disappointed and pessimistic and say

" with a long-drawn sigh,
My clay with long obhvion has gone dry,” 

because you are only delaying the day when this 
task must be undertaken, and it will then be 
faced with a heavier heart. Lét it not be said 
of you:

“ Fu 11 many a flower of purést ray serene 
The dark unfatbomed caves of ocean bear: 
Full many a flower is born to blush unseen, 
And waste its sweetness on the desert air.’*

Study the art of doing, and you may be sure 
that your will not be “ to dumb forgetfulness 
a prey,” but a man or a woman remembered for 
good deeds. It is a beautiful but undoubted 
fact, the more a person understands himself 
the nobler his life becomes. Se natural is this 
law, that many great thinkers have concluded 
that evil is the result of ignorance.

You may complain that circumstances are 
against you doing some particular thing. You 
would if you cotdd, but you cannot. God has 
been so wise in constructing us that he has given 
us the ability to over-ride all such difñculties, 
as the art of doing belongs essentially to motives. 
The proposition, so often analysed by eminent 
philosophers in all ages, resolves itself into this: 
I will do the best I can in any circumstances. 
No one is excluded from this law. It is the 
obvious duty of all. It is the only ground for 
success and failure; the only real failure is 
when one has not done the best he could", 
and the only real success is when they 
have done all in their power with the purest 
intention. So all-embracing is this law that it 
touches every incident in life. So self-contained, 
that it acts apart from the judgments of man- 
kind : although so actual in its application to 
life that none can fail to mark and applaud those 
who act up to it. It ¿ovems in eveiy detail 
the art of doing. It is the alpha and omega of life.

“The Angels of Peace.”
HEAVENLY FORMS OR BEAUTIFUL CLOUDS!

ASTRANGE spiritual obsession has laid holdofthe
• minds of hundreds of persons in the little riversidt 
town of Grays, who emphatically assert that 

for several nights past, about 9.30, while the after-glow 
of the sun sufíused the sky, three unmistakable apparitions, 
angelic in form, have appeared in the heavens. with 
wings outspread, immediately above the training-ships 
in the river.

At first it was thought the supposed angels might be 
aeroplanes, but this theory was dispelled by their stationary 
attitudes, and the absence of the familiar sound of air- 
craft.

Eye-witnesses tell me that they could neither believe 
ñor deny the evidence of their senses. Ñor were they 
inclined to regard what they have seen as merely fantastic 
shapes formed by the clouds.

One said :—" I am neither a dreamer ñor a believer 
in spiritual phenomena, but at the same time I plainly 
saw three figures outlined against a rainbow which 
answered in all respeets to Gustave Dore’s pictures oí 
celestial beings.

“ What they were passes my comprehension. Of 
course, I must take it for granted that they were cloud 
shapes, but I did not imagine them.

There they were, three of them, and. what is just as 
wonderful, many people say they could read the word 
' Peace ' in a sort of halo o ver their heads.’’

Such is the state of the public mind here that the 
“ peace angels,” as they are called, are talked of all over 
the district, and, while some are derisive and facetious 
on the subject, it is astonishing to note the eamest way 
in which the majority regard the matter, standing about 
in groups watching every sign in the evening sky — 
Daily Express, August 20, 1917.

DISAPPOINTED VISITORS TO GRAYS.
Many persons have visited Grays to see the phantom 

" angels of peace,” which, as stated in yesterday’s Daily 
Express, were declared by a large number of people 
to have appeared in the sky about 9.30 on several nights.

Some of the visitors took telescopes with them. The 
balance of opinión was that the supposed forms were 
only cloud shapes.

A local clergyman has taken the matter up with the 
laudable desire of steadying the minds of the people. 
The Rev. J. W. Hayes points out that Grays is not the 
place to look for angels 1 The incident, he says, afiords 
one more example of human credulity and the strange 
psychological power by which hallucinations crystallise 
into popular beliefs.

The " peace angels ” have nearly had a tragic accompani- 
ment. A man gazed sky-wards so intently that he 
walked into the water and was brought out with 
difficulty.—Daily Express, August 21, 1917.

TWILIGHT PHENOMENON SEEN IN DEVON.

A correspondent writes to the Daily Express from 
Tavistock. Devon, that something similar to the phenome- 
non reported to have been seen at Grays was plainly 
visible at Tavistock on Sunday evening:—

“ About 9.25 my companion noticed a strange appear- 
ance in the south and on going out we saw a silverv 
crucifix clearly. defined against a cloudless twilight sky.

•• It retained this appearance for some moments. and 
then it gradually assumed the form of a flying ángel 
and slowly floated towardsthesouth-east, where it appeared 
to evapórate. The whole display lasted (as far as we 
know) about ten minutes.”

s s
To an Objector to Spiritualism.—You say that 

we preach a vague religión in place of a definite; a . 
colourless gospel in place of one backed by a definite ‘ 
system of reward and punishment. Nay, nay. We 
are they who preach a definite,intelligible, clear system 
of reward and punishment, but in doing so we do not 
feign a fabled heaven, a brutal hell, and a human God. 
You are they who relega te to a far-off speck the day ol 
retribution, and encourage the vilest to believe that he may 
enter into the very presence of the Most High sometime. 
somewhere, somehow, if he will only assent to statements 
which he does not understand. which he does not believe, 
and in the truth of which he feels no sort of real interest.-" 
W. Stainton Moses.
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William Small, the Blind Psychic,
A Glasgow correspondent has sent us the following 

interesting particulars as to a Scottish médium.

IHAVE called Mr. William Small a blind 
psychic, but he is not strictly so. When 
examined by an eye specialist some 20 

years ago, he was told that he had no sight in 
one eye and only an eighth of the normal in the 
other. He was told by the doctor, himself a 
sensitive I imagine, that he had an inner sight 
which would be as good to him as the normal 
sight in some particulars. He can read by means 
of a powerful magnifying glass ; and makes his 
way alone through the crowded city trafile, 
avoids obstacles or lióles in a darkened ship-yard, 
and finds the way quite well to musical or dramatic 
entertainments at night, for he loves music. He 
only sees actors as dim spectres, cannot distinguish 
male from female except by their voices, and 
is unable to see their performance. Coincident 
with the failing of his natural sight his psychic 
sight developed. He was a labourer in a shipyard, 
and in the evenings was a lamplighter, which 
latter occupation he took to entirely. Later 
he found himself " seeing ” things, and told 
others what he saw. In telling me of this he said— 

“ As far back as I can remember—I was only 
about eight at the time—I t'umed to the boy I 
was playing with and said, ‘ Your mother will 
die in the ‘ nick,’ (meaning the prison). I 
don’t know why I said it; but his mother did 
die in prison twenty years after. I often see 
this boy now, as a man. From that time to this, 
I have been able to foresee things. I now hold 
an article belonging to someone, and the conditions 
of the owners come over me. I can tell them 
where their bodily ailments are, and if they are 
happy or sad. I feel as they feel. Then I hear 
things clairaudiently, and tell what I hear. I 
have a Bohemian guide who speaks to me. Other 
spirits who come with the sitters speak to me.”

" Are your prophesies generally correct ? ” 
“ With these I have been often remarkably 

correct. I used to give dates, but now I don’t, 
as I find dates are not to be relied on, though I 
have had some striking successes. I am seldom 
wrong in facts, and not very far off as to times.”

“ How can you account for the errors as to 
the future ? ”

“ It is this way ; sometimes I get an impression 
of a person or thing or place or scene, or date; 
and I give it as I am impressed. That -may be 
wrong. But when I get a visión of it, or see it 
clairvoyantly I know that I am right. I heard 
clauraudiently a voice say that J. -----  would
come home in March, and he carne then. I may 
get an impression that a person is dead or alive, 
and I may say so ; but I never give it with the 
same assurance as when I ‘ see ’ the person. 
I know the character of the spirits from the 
different coloured auras round their heads— 
white, red, yellow, blue, and so on.” 
understand what these auras are, but I see them, 
and also the spirit clothes.”

“ I believe you sometimes give advice about 
marriage,, etc. ? "

“ Yes," he replied, " I do. I had a curious 
experience with a girl who brought me a photo, 
and asked about him. I said—‘ that man is a 
scoundrel; he is deceiving you.’ ‘ You are wrong 
there,’ she said, ‘ for we are to be married in a 
fortnight.’ ‘ No,’ I said, ‘ he’ll jilt you, and marry 
another.’ She abused me for saying so, but 

said. My forte, however is finding things. When 
I was a lamplighter people used to come and 
ask me things, and I told them, only hall believing 
they could be true myself. But more and more 
things carne true. People who lost things carne 
to me, and I told where they were, and how they 
were lost. A girl lost ¿65 when in Glasgow 
buying fruit, and was in a terrible state about 
it. I said it had been found by a tramway man, 
and taken to the Southern Pólice Office. And 
there she found it sure enough. After that the 
pólice used to come to consult me, and many 
a one I’ve helped them to find, though they of 
course got the credit for it. I expect some of 
our modem Sherlock Holmeses have to thank 
médiums for their clever captures.

“ A woman carne up to me in the street in an 
awful state, and asked if I could find her little 
boy ? She showed me, of all things, his wee 
kilt. I said, after taking the kilt into my hand, 
' he’s been drowned, in a little bum at Oban ; ’ 
and I described the bum, and the side of the 
water in which his body was lying among a tangle. 
It was found to be true. I have found eight lost 
bodies altogether, and no fewer than about 800 
missing people. That is really my chief gift.

“ I’m not going into war experiences, but I 
would like to tell you a queer thing. A soldier 
handed me a watch to psychometrise. The 
minute I took it into my hand I felt the pain as 
of a sharp instrument passing through my head. 
I felt giddy, and for the time being lost my senses. 
Everybody was alarmed, and a doctor was sent 
for, who brought me round after some trouble. 
Well, this soldier had fought in the Boer war, 
and had a struggle with a Boer, who finally ran 
him through the head with his bayonet. He 
took his watch from him, the watch which nearly 
did for me.

“1’11 just tell you another experience. I was 
in a big house and just for fun I was reading the 
tea cups of the servants. The butler especially 
was tremendously impressed ; and what did he 
do but tell the people upstairs. They were 
having a party. So I was taken up. I told 
a lady that her brother who had been reported 
dead for 14 years was alive. I saw him in Africa 
surrounded by black people with spears, which 
they were whirling round him. I did not know 
exactly what they were doing, but I saw they 
were not attacking him. I told her she would 
hear about his retum in December, and would 
see him in March ; it was then September. Now 
it worked out he had been taken prisoner while 
hunting in Africa, and was worshipped as a god 
for 14 years. The tribe he was with fought 
with another tribe, and in the confusión he escaped. 
The rest was simple. She saw her brother in 
March as I said.”

Mr. Small is used for trance-speaking by advanced 
spirits who give addresses on subjeets of which 
he is entirely ignorant. O ver and over again 
spirits unknown to any of the sitters have been 
described and incidents in their lives given, with 
ñames and places and other facts, which have 
been verified later. He is just over 50, stout 
in build, good-natured, fond of a joke, interested 
in politics, keen in an argument, and in every 
respect a normal human being. He lays no 
claim to being able to explain his gifts ; he only 
knows he possesses them, and hopes to use them



' iiicic i» uu quesuon tnat we more irequently ask— 
perhaps not in words, but certainly in the depth of our 
souls—than the question, “ Whither do our friends go 
when they pass from us in death ? ” We ask the question, 
and we often wonder that we do not get an answer—or 
at any rate an answer that is complete and satisfying. 
Whither do -our friends go ? What have they passed 
to when the last breath is drawn ?

And a question, too, which many will persist in putting 
—a question to which some will give only a gloomy answer, 
but which we, who seek to rest in the Ghristian faith, 
will surely answer in a calm and even confident way— 
is the question, “ Have we any ground for thinking and 
believing that the human spirit survives and continúes 
to exist in a conscious way after death ? ” We know 
how we, as Christian people, have been accustomed to 
answer that question. We have taken the Christian 
faith as our guide, and we say confidently, in the Apostolic 
words, “ We know that if the earthly house of this 
tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building of God, an 
house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens.” 

Let us consider now, one by one, several grounds on 
which this, our confident persuasión, may well and 
reasonably be based. I will state, first, this ground— 
that our Saviour Christ declared that there was, and is, 
such an eternal home—declared it emphatically and 
simply—said plainly to men and women whose guide 
He was, and who hung and rested on His words, that 
death could do many things, but could not destroy the 
conscious life of the soul. The disciples to whom He 
was speaking were troubled indeed at the time He spoke. 
He was leaving them, and He said : “ Let not your 
hearts be troubled ; ye believe in God, believe also in 
Me. In my Father’s house are many mansions.” And 
He went on : “ If it were not so, I would have told you ;
I go to prepare a place for you.” Words like these 
have no doubtful ring; and the only valid or relevant 
question that you can put concerning them is, " What 
authority had the speaker ? Was He empowered to 
speak thus with confidence ? ” We can only say that 
we believe He had such autKority, that we have learned 
to know that about Him which makes us say with firmest 
assurance that He knew things as we do not know them, 
and that we can trust Him completely when He makes 
these simple declarations to us.

The second ground I would state for the conviction 
that the human spirit survives consciously after death 
is the resurrection of our Lord after His body had lain 
in the tomb three days. And the remarkable thing 
about the resurrection of Jesús is, that even the greatest 
unbelievers are compelled to acknowledge—perhaps 
it is against the grain that they acknowledge it, but they 
know that they cannot do anything else than admit 
it—that it was this belief in the resurrection of Jesús 
on which the Christian Church carne to be founded— 
that the men who carne after Christ did as they did, and 
wrought as they did, and endured as they did, because 
men and women they were intímate with, and with 
whom they had often conversed, had most verily and 
truly seen and touched their Lord after He had risen 
from the dead.

The question has been raised, " Are there other examples 
of men and women who have died appearing aíterwards 
to their friends, and making communications to them ? ” 
What is called " Spiritualism ” has existed in the world 
for ages. At the present time, it is a movement that 
flourishes in various quarters. You may not be aware 
of it, but there exist, in different countries Societies 
(among the members of which are scientific men of the 
greatest eminence)—that have püblished their transactions 
in numerous volumes—for inquiring into these spiritualistic 
phenomena, and this has certainly to be said, and 
freely admitted, that there are very well-attested facts 
of an extraordinary kind, although the question will 
always arise, “ What is the explanation of these facts ? " 
It is universally recognised that this Spiritualism is 
mixed-up with a great deal of consummate fraud and 
trickery ; but it has to be added that scientific men of 
the highest character are completely convinced that 
many of the phenomena are perfectly real.

1 have alluded to the two grounds on which may well 
be based the conviction that death can never destroy 
the conscious life of the human soul, namely, the words 
of Jesús Himself and His own resurrection from the 
dead. We may also, in addition, point to the yearning 
or instinct Of ^he human soul after immortality. We, 
íeel in our inmost souls—we feel it most when we are 
best an(j strongest—that all our human striving would 

ve no meaning, would seem to our eyes utterly purpose- 
less, if all this life were utterly quenched in death. So 

God put such yearmngs and nopes into our souls if He 
meant to leave them unfulfilled ? ” Thus to destroy 
and lay low all that has been formed of human character— 
that all that has so been built-up out of strenuous life- 
experience should entirely disappear—that the lie should 
thus be given to our best and noblest instincts—would 
make every one of us feel that we were in the hands 
of a cruel and fantastic Power that was merely making 
sport of us. Would one who had in anyway the attribute 
of goodness deal with His creatures in that way ? The 
best teachers and guides of this world have held and 
taught firmly their conviction that it is truest wisdom 
to trust here the deep yearnings of the human soul— 
their conviction that these yearnings would never lead 
any soul astray.—Summary of Report in “ Hawick 
News.”

THE PINK CARNATION AND 
THE WHITE DAISY.

By MIRIAM ANDERSON.
rpHE carnation is a beautiful flower, of numerous 

a colours and varieties. The Pink Windsor is a 
particularly beautiful species, and September is 

the month when we see many of its beautiful blossoms. 
Pink is the symbol of great love and devotion, and a 
great spiritual soul is one whose aura is filled with pink, 
drawing unto himself many friends through his spiritual 
influence, for the spiritual has much more power than 
any other quality. The perfume of this carnation is 
somewhat like the incense used in church, which is another 
suggestion of its spiritual quality. Also, its beautiful 
delicate petáis resemble the fineness and beauty of the 
spiritual garments of God’s chosen people. The green 
trunk at the bottom of the petáis is a symbol of the life 
everlasting. The stem which is rather long suggests 
to me the road or ladder we have to climb to the perfect 
Ufe. The carnation grows slowly, giving forth a little 
green ribbon-like leaf up the stem to denote its stage 
of upward growth to the summit of perfection ; then 
it spreads its perfect petáis around, which give forth 
its íragrance of beauty and love. When will the people 
understand these flowers of God which He so freely gives 
to illumine the earth ? They give comfort to those 
on beds of sickness, and give joy and gladness in sorrowful 
places. The carnation lives longer than most flowers 
because it takes longer to unfold. It also dies slowly, 
gradually fading away into the unseen without a struggle, 
like a child in diecline who slowly passes into Summerlajid. 
This beautiful flower has then a wonderful lesson to 
teach us all. Evolutiori is a gradual process of enfold- 
ment of the inner self. vWe too will be like the carnation 
when we have unfolded and slowly pass into the fullness 
of life everlasting, with its love unchanging and ever
lasting fellowships, even with God Himself. We have 
with us now many of the beautiful flowers. The white 
daisy with its yellow centre is a beautiful species, coming 
as it does about the end of September. The long white 
petáis are very lovely, and give us light in the dark 
foggy days we get at this time of the year. Its gold 
centre means to me the crown of glory at the end of the 
journey, as the yellow centre does not become perfect 
till the flower is well on in life, we might say nearing the 
end, and then it slowly turas into a green, which suggests 
to me the continued fresh life after death. When the 
petáis are quite closed up and the flower seems dead, 
then the green is more perfect. That denotes to me 
that the perfect life is beyond with God Himself. This 
wonderful white daisy has truly a beautiful lesson for 
all. So you see these beautiful flowers have a true lesson 
of truth to t^ach us if we would only learn it; and it is 
so simple that even a child can understand it. I feel sure 
our little ones do understand them far more than many 
grown-up people. So we must cherish these gladsome 
flowers, which make the earth we live in so beautiful. 
Without flowers and birds, how grey and silent the 
world would be. They are always giving praise to the ' 
God of the Universe. Let us take their lesson and sing 
praises also.

S ü
The International Club for Psychical Research will start 

its winter session with an interesting musical and social 
evening in the last week in September. Full particulars 
may be had on application to Miss Savage, 22a, Regent 
Street, S.W. 1.
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BOOK NOTICE.
THE RETURN TO NATURE.

The God in You. A Selection from the Essays of 
prentice Mulford. With an Introduction by Ralph 
Shirley. London: Wm. Rider& Son. Price is. net.

This book will be welcomed as an inexpensive introduc
tion to the nature studies and New Thought of Prentice 
Mulford. It ineludes essays on The God in You, Positive 
and Negative Thought, Some Practical Mental Recipes, 
Self-Teaching or The Art of Learning, How to Learn, 
Love Thyself, The Art of Forgetting, Spells or The Law 
of Change, Regeneration or Being Born Again, The 
Accession of New Thought, and God in the Trees or 
The Infinite"Mind in Natures. Mr. Shirley in his interest
ing and helpful preface says that the gospel of the Retum 
to Nature is older than all the religions, and has been 
an essential element in all 
their existence. " Man is 
makes him artificial. He 
and life, under the open 
Civilisation draws him to 
is born to liberty and equality ; civilisation makes him 
either a tyrant on the one hand or a slave on the other.” 
Mr. Shirley points out that after all the Retum to Nature 
movements in the world’s history there has been “ a 
great uprising of the life forces of the nation or nations 
to whom it was preached. It acts' on the generation 
which listens to its preaching like the winds of spring 
on the sap of winter trees.” He explains this by a 
quotation from Prentice Mulford as follows:—“ You 
are fortúnate if you love trees, and especially the wild 
ones growing where the great Creative Forcé placed 
them, and independent of man’s care. For all things 
that we cali wild or natural are nearer the Infinite Mind 
than those which have been enslaved, artificialised, 
and hampered by man. Being nearer the Infinite, they 
have in them the more perfect infinite forcé and thought. 
That is why, when you are in the midst of what is wild 
and natural, where every trace of man’s works is left 
behind, you feel an indescribable exhilaration and freedom 
that you do not realise elsewhere.” The Spirit of Nature, 
Mulford maintained, is a Forcé of the Infinite Mind 
given out by every wild tree, bird, or animal, and is 
responsive to human love. “You are fortúnate (he 
says) when you grow to a live, tender, earnest love for 
the wild trees, animáis, and birds, and recognise them 
all as coming from and built of the same mind and spirit 
as your own, and able also to give you something very 
valuable in return for the love which you give them. 
The wild tree is not irresponsive or regardless of a love 
like that. Such love is not a myth or mere sentiment. 
It is a literal element and forcé going from you to the 
tree. It is felt by the spirit of the tree. You represent 
a part and belonging of the Infinite Mind. The tree 
represents another part and belonging of the Infinite 
Mind. It has its share of Ufe, thought, and intelligence. 
You have a far greater share, which is to be greater 
still—and then still greater.” Poets galore have voiced 
this sentiment, but Prentice Mulford “ preached this 
doctrine as an actual truth to be accepted and acted 
upon, to be made a basis upon which to erect a practical 
manual on the subject of how to live most intensely, 
of how in short to be most alive while living.”

Dr. J. M. Peebtes, 3,409, South Hope Street, Los Angeles, 
California, U.S.A. :—” Klndly note my new address as I 
could not well do without the monthly International 
Psychic Gazette. Its pages are always golden with fruit. 
I am enjoying good health, and speaking as usual to large 
congregations of Spiritualists on Sunday and frequently 
through the week. No ninety-six years of age should 
prevent anyone from arduous labour, and even self- 
sacrifice, in the grand field of Spiritualism.” What an 
examplethe beloved " Pilgrim ” isto us all!—Ed., I. P. G.

T^TURSE GIRL wanted for infant a year oíd. Good wages and 
good home, twelve miles frotn London.—Apply, Mrs. Etta 

Duffus, Penniwells, Elstree. Herts.

of them in the ñrst stages of 
born natural and civilisation 
is born in touch with nature 
sky and in the green fields. 
courts and towns. Mankind

Mrs. E. A. Cannock 2? ToSes'
Tluirsday, at 3 o’clock, October 4lh. — 95. Crawford Strete, 
Brvanslon Square, W. 1.

THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN 
(Forest Gate Centre), 92, CLAREMONT ROAD.
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A HEALING SERVICE held Every Sunday 11 a.m.
DEVOTIONAL AND MEDITATIVE.

Alternative Thursdays, Free Lectures Study Group for Meinbers 
and Associates.

President: Mrs. Laura Turner ; Hon. Secretary: Geo. F. Tilby.

Sept. 6th, Geo. F Tilby, “ Our Work.” Sept. 20th, Norton Kisch, 
“ Reincarnation and Karma." Oct. 4th, F. E. Pearce, Esq., “ The 
New Age. Healing.*' Oct. 18th. Norton Kisch, “Questions and 

Answer*.”

HORACE LEAF’S
PSYCHIC CORRESPONDENCE CLASS

JOIN AT ONCE.
All who desire expert advice 011 Psychic Subjects—especially 
Psychic Developinent—should become members of the Psychic 
Correspondence Class. conducted by Horace Leaf, the well-known 
Médium, Writer and Lecturer. This class is p.irtictilarly helpful 
to those unable to join a suitable Psychic Devel >ping Circle. but 
who could, under a capable instructor, develop their Mediumistic 
gifts alone

Membershtp Fce : One Guinea for twelve monthly Lessons 
by post, and questions answered.

PüPlLS Uxs.OIJClTEl) Teshmoxie*.—" Under your tuilioti I am progressing 
splcndidly.”—“ The lessons are most heípíul. ” My tnediumship is. thanks to your 
ins* metióos, developing rapidly."
HORACE LEAF, 41, Westbourne Gardens, Bayswater, London,W.

Our notice of " Mr. W. H. Evans’ NEW Book ” in 
the August number was headed by a curious printers’ 
error as '* Mr. W. H. Evans’ WAR Book.” We trust 
the mistake was so obvious that none of our readers’ 
was misled by it. Fortunately, so far as the author 
is concemed, it only tickled his sense of humour 1

READERS’ TESTIMONIES.
A Batley (Yorkshire) Speaker : " I consider the l.P.G. 

one of the best and most helpful papers I have come 
across since I became a Spiritualist.’1

A Yorkshire Gentleman: “I had a copy given to me by

isearch'y^ 
isical a®M 
Fuiirt/ 

age, U*'.

* The President of the Edinburgh Spiritualist Associalion. 
“I consider this month’s Gazette fully equal to any 
previous number. Long may it continué to advócate 
in such an able manner the cause of Spiritualism.”

A Duntlries-shire Lady (whose son has just been 
decorated by the king for rescuing five men buried in 
a dug-out by shell-fire, and for' putting out a gun on 
fire in a gun pit) ' “ I wish you every success in all your 
good work with all my heart, and may God bless it and 
send the glad news of the Gazette on the íour winds to 
the ends of the earth 1 ”

Personal work, accuracy 
guaranteed. Standard 

reading (20 pages), 10/6. 
Exclusive methods ; high< st 
references. Correspondence 

invited; pronipt repiies. Q> 
Lists free.

R. H. T. NAYLOR, 
Broomhouse Cottage, 
Sandygate, Sheffield.

The Spiritualist Education Council.

FOUR LECTURES
Mediumshíp, 
GALLERIES, 
London, W.

and discussion invited.

On Varíous Aspects of
AT THE NEW OXFORD

77, New Oxford Street,
Coininencing 7.45 p.m. Questions

Psychic Developing Class, 6.30 p.m.

Mr. Robert King, Oct. 3,10,17,24 
COURSE TICKETS (12 lectures and classes), 7/6 
TERM TICKETS ( 4
-r-To be obtained from the

41 W.estbourne Gardens,

>> >> »
Hon. Sec.,] Horace 
Bays water,' London,

3/-
Leaf, 
W.
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“ No edium in London who i« trtulworlhy and 10 accurate." 
__ • W. T. STEAD.

Mr. J J. Vango,
í oV^si^tors ' Mondays, 8, 1/-; Wednesdáys, Select 

at o, 2/- Thursdays at 3, 2/6; Sundays, n a.m. and 
7 p.m. 1/-, Also Magnetic Healer and Masseur. Saturdaysby 

— appointment.
56, Talbot Road, Richmond Road, Westbourne Grove, V/. 2 
Buses 7, 31, 46, 28, Nearest Tube Station, Westbourne Park (Met.)

CHANCE OF RESIDENCE. Madame St Leonard.
(Mrs. Foot-Young), Clairvoyante, Healer. Health diagnosed. 

DISTANT HELP TREATMENT. Psychometry by post. Inter
views daily, 2 p.m. to 6 by appointment, Saturdays excepted. 
117, CAMBRIDGE GARDENS, LADBROKE GROVE, W. 10.

7 Motor ’bus, 1 minute.

ti»1-, Psycho Magnetic Healer, cures Neuralgia,
• -DrOwllf Toothache, or Headache, instantaneously. 

Gout, Sciatica, Influenza, in a few minutes. Appendicitis, 
Neurasthenia, Infernal Tumours, Cataracts, Prolapsus, all 
female complaints, in a few visits. Appointments. The poor free. 
25, Elm Crescent, Kingston.

KIT» — (Psychic) will be at 4, HollesJVLÍSS u-fierson Street, Oxford Street, W.i, every 
day from n to 7 (Saturdays 1 o’clock) for Consultations. Clair- 
voyant and Mental Scientist.

Madame McAlister, CLAIRVOYANTEan» 
PSYCHOMETRISTE. Prívate Consultations Daily (except 
Wednesdáys). Hours 2 to 9. LADIES ONLY. Fee from 
2S. 6d. 147, Edgware Road, Hyde Park, London, W.2 (second
floor). _
Send 10/- for HOROSCOPE & DIRECTIONS. If boro in 
Foreign parts, 2/6 extra. Or 2,'- for “ Test.” State hour. 
date, place of birth, and sex, to F. R. M. FURSDON, HEVERS, 
EXETER.

CURATIVE SUGGESTION.

HYPNOTIC SUGGESTION is now recognised by the more 
enlightened members of the medical profession as a 

curative agent of enormous valué in all phases of moral, 
functional and nervous disorders. Mr. Robert McAllan, who 
has had wide experience and considerable success in treating 
Neurasthenia, &c., by curative suggestion, ofíers-his services 
to suflerers. Interesting explanatory booklet post free. Absent 
treatment given in special cases.—Regent House, Regent 
Street, W. 1, and Croydon.

Insomnia —A lady writes, from Bradíord : Now the [absent] treatment is over 
I thought you would like to hear from me. Thank you very much for the help 
given. I am sleeping weil. If I do wakc during the night, it is only for a very 
short time, hearing. ' sleep ! slecp!' "

Nervbs —A Lady writes. from Clevedon : " I had a very heavy' day's work on 
Saturday. and a very nervy one. but I know that I was helped extraordinarily, both 
in my successful handling of a difficult si uta t ion. and the calmness of. my spirits 
I am very grateful toyou.”

Stammerixg.—A Father writes. from Croydon : “ Thank you. for the skilfu 
treatment you have given-my son. He has ceased siammering.tand his nervous 
troubles have completely vanished.”

Stammerixg.—A Surrey Head Mistress writes“ Elsa's speech is vastly 
improved. I now make her read constantly uiihout any hesitation: before. 1 
rarely a-ked her to do so. because it was so painful. I am making htr take the part 
of Arthur, in ' Ring John.'"

XYZíIko m Qm olí 3°3> Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow. 
W lllldlll Olllcvllf Gifted Psychometrist, gives read

ings from small arríeles worn and birth month. Fee 2/- P.O. 
and stamped envelope.

YOUR DESTINY.
A sáentific investigation into the torces controlling your Destiny. 

Interesting Revelations. To know which send' full birth-date 
with is. 2d. P.O. A detailed delineation for 2S. 6d. and extended 
for 53. Inelude time and place of birth for latter. Robert Raye, 
97, Brondesbury Villas, Kilburn, London,- N.W. 6.

A LIFE’S STUDY portrayed for. YOU by
L1LLIAN PALMA, M.B.I.M.S. (U.S.A.), Psychometrist 

Psychologist, etc. Address, Whalley Range, 178, Duke Street; 
bouthport, Lañes.

North Kensington School of Psychokl
RONALD BRAILEY gives Prívate Development 

from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m., on the following subjectsJv 
Discernment; Telepatby; Personal Magnetism; Mental, Sp¡2*( 
and Magnetic Healing ; Aura Readings ; Concentration an<i ¿ 
Power; Automatic Writing; Trance and Normal Co5? 
etc., etc. Personal interview for terms ; also, instruction.' 
post. 24, ST. MARK’S ROAD, W. 10. Station, Nottingb 
Ladbroke Grove (Met ) No. 7 Bus. 'Pilone No. Park 3117.

E. J. PURDOM’S ASTROLOGICAL CORRESPONDEN, * 
LESSONS. 1 |

A Course of 13 Lessons for £1 1$ 
lessons will be Corrected by the Teacher thrcui^h the Post.

These lessons are beautifully arranged, and simply set g 
and are a boon to those who desire to become acquainted f 
the mystic science of Astrology.

For further particuíars apply to S

MRS. ROBERT PURDOM, 
“Blinkbonny,,, Tudor Hill, Sutton Coldfield, England.

OCCULT ASTROLOGY, Practical, Psychic. S/úirtunlB
“ 1 read the changeless i a the changing; so I read t

The constant action of celestial powers. ~ . I
Mixed into waywardne»s of mortal me>n.**“-G¿orí?e Eíiof K 

Mr. Leo French will be glad to make an entirely individual character-stui® 
Dsychological esoteric basis, for any reader of “The Psychic Gazette.** Fees l(k\K 
£1 Is. £2. OUTLl*4E SKETCH. SKET -H-PORTRAlT. COMPtf 
PICTURE. Kindly enelese place date, and exact or approximate hour (b 
exactly birth hour is known. so much the more accurate will be the synte 
and Ñame, with fee. Horoscopes sent in order of arrival.

LEO. FRENCH, Farme Cottage, Grayshott, Hants. 
Advices as to profession, Career, &c., Speciality.

'T'HE surest guide in human LIFE IS ASTROIIX
WISELY USED. Charts with career outlined. 3/-; « 

fuller details and directions, 5/- to 21/- Send birth-date, túnel 
place. Signor Carlos, 26, Water Street. Rhyl, Wales.

scientific hair treatment

“SAMSONIA.”
I Tlie Hair is the Streugth.”

A Harley Street Physician’s Preparation to prora 
the growth, to prevent falling out, and absolutely' 
restore the colour, even if quite grey. In two preptf 
tions. Complete outfit, 12/6 ; double quantity, £1

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR painlessly destroyed witW 
Electrolysis. Use

CAPELLCLOMICIDO.
Italian Physician’s Preparation. Satisfaction guaraná 
Full treatment, complete, 10/6. l

CREMA “ ABBELLARE.”
A Vanishing Foam. Magic and wonderful for beati 

fying and softening the face and skin. Instante 
results. Non-greasy. Jars 3/9.

All these preparations also supplied post free, »l 
receipt of P.O. Solé Agents—
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The Latest Pen, The Present Pen
The Future Pen.

0NE of the leading manufacturera of Gold Fountain Pens challenges 
to demónstrate that their pens are the very best, and have the 

largest sale, that no better article can be produced.
This pen is fitted with 14-carat Solid Gold Nib, Iridium pointed, 

making it practically everlasting, smooth, soft and easy writing, and a 
pleasure to use.

Twin feed and spiral to regúlate the flow of ink, and all latest 
improvements.

' Ali
one of the letters we daily receive—“Please send me THREE 

MORE PEKS, the half-dozen in use are giving every satisfaction to 
my friends."

lll.

LATEST 

INVENTION.

SOMETHING
NEW 

IN COLLARS

The Everclean
The Self» Fíllíng and Self <> Cleaníng

Perfectíon Fountaín Pen >
is a marvel of simplicity; it deserves to be popular. It is non-leakable, 
filis itself in an instant, cleans itself in a moment—a press. a fill—and 
every part is guaranteed for two years. The massive 14-carat Gold Nib 
is Iridium pointed and will last for years, and improves in use. Fine, 
Médium, Broad, or J points can be had. *

This Marveíloos SelLFíIlíng Pen, worth 15/- 

is offered as an advertísement for 5/6 each.

It is certain to be the pen of the future. Every pen is guaranteed. 
Money will be returned if not fully satisfied. Readers of this Magazine 
desiring.a really genuine article. cannot do better than acquire this 
bargain.

‘ Linón’ Collar
is the Ideal Collar-always smart, always white. 
Cannot be distinguished from linen. Others limp 
andfray, others need be washed. Everclean “ Linón” 
when soiled can be wiped white as new with a damp 
cloth. No rubber. Cannot be distinguished from 
ordinary Linen Collars. Others wear out. but four 
Everclean Collars will last a year. Great saving of 
Laundry Bills. Great comfort in wear.

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER
2 Samóle Everclean * Linón ’ Coliara for ...
6 Everclean 'Linón' Collars for ... ...

FR E E.—Cold-cased Links, with set of 
Collar, Front, and Pair of Cutís for

ORDER AT ONCE. Illustrated Catakgae

2/6 
' 6/-

5/-

Free.

.The Economic Art Publishing Co., 34, Kendall Road, 
Isleworth, London, w

fSJI.il. PAftLIAMEMTAfiY FDND
toréTaccuriU wili hilen (WITCHCRAFT ACTS -AMBNDMENT).

The appeal that has been made by the Spiritualists’ National 
, Unión for ¿2,500 has caused many people to gasp, as ¿2,500 

seemed an impossible sum to raise.
I. The following suggestions are made to show how easily the 
f- whole sum, and probably more, could be raised by December, 
f • *917- '
L Let us assume that we have 300 Societies, and that each Society 

K would pledge itself to raise ¿5 by December, 1917, and you have 
E- ZI>500 fbat one eSort alone (2s. per week each Society). 
K There are probably many of the stronger Societies who would 
t raise much more than that amount.
L By entertmnments, socials, whist drives, teas, meetings, circles, 
E etc., to raise ¿5 in twelve months should be very, very easy. 
f. And if we have 300 Societies, that means at least 300 platform 
E workers. Now, if every speaker and platform worker would give 
E four Sunday fees, or a minimun of ros., another ¿150 is added. 

■r Assuming we have 200 Lyceums, and they contributed ¿r 
[ each by December, 1917, another ¿200 is added (and I believe 
I the Lyceumists are going to play a real part in this agitation). 

Then, assuming that out of the millions of Spiritualists in 
I this country only- 5,000 would pledge themselves to subscribe 
? 5s. by December, 1917, another ¿r,25o is added, and that is 
í only slightly above rd. per week.
j We have already a “ Benevolent Sunday." Why cannot we 
E have during 1917 a " Liberation Sunday," s^y the last Sunday in 
I March, when all should join im giving service, and the whole 

- collections be given to the fund ?
j Collecting books could also be issued, and if we could secure 
f in every Society a voluntary Secretary, who would sell tickets 
fcOr arrange to collect small subscriptions each week, it would 
Eelp considerably. A Roll of Honour and list of workers could 

be kept, and would be a permanent testimony to the spirit of the 
f Movement, and our children and children’s children could read in 
I detail the story of those who toiled and struggled to make them 
1 free.
a The Secretary will be pleased to receive the ñames and 
[ addresses of such willing workers, also the ñames of individuáis 

and Societies giving their pledges for the above-named sums.
E- W> OATEN, President
R. H. YATES, Secretary to the Parliamentary Sub-Committee - 

L 25, Thornton Lodge Road. Huddersfield..
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ige, Grayshott, Hants 
reer. &c., Specialiff.
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h career outlined 3|; 
[- Send birth-datc. Ifl 
•et. Rhyl. Wales.

A Country Reader of the International Psychic 
. Gazette wrote us on May 15 as follows :—

TREATMEl

NIA ”
Streugth." 
Preparation to pq 
out, and absoliR 

e grey. In two p;- 
double quantity, 
nlessly destroyed

** I have been unable to obtain my copy of 
the Psychic Gazette since February, as my news- 
agents infórm me that they cannot obtain it, 
though I have had no difficulty in getting it 
previously, and the order was a regular one.“

JMICIDO.
i. Satisfaction guaí3* ¡f

This is by no means an isolated complaint, and 
as all the regular wholesalers receive supplies from 

; us, we can only account for any difficulty in 
obtaining the Gazette by the present depletion of 
staffs at the retad and wholesale newsagents, and 
the ordinary machinery of supply being somewhat 
out of gear.

¡BELLARE- 
and wonderful for 
ind skin. Instan^ 
/9-

suppüed post b*

R O . 
:t, London, W.

To meet such cases we shall gladly post the 
Gazette direct from the office on publication, at 
the following rates:—12 moaths, 7S.; 6 months, 

• 3s. 6d.; 3 months, is. 9d., payable in advance. 
Please make postal orders payable to International 

^■Psychic Gazette, Ltd„ 24a, Regent Street, S.W.
- ' * *• _
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compnsing Works on RELIGION, OCCULTISM. 
NEW THOUGHT, METAPHYSICS, ASTROLOGY, 
SPIRITUALISM, etc., by the best Authors, at low terms

* Full particulars and Catalogue contaihing recent additkins will
> / be sent upon-request for Threepence.

C. MAURICE DOBSON, Publlsher & Bookseller, 
146, Kensington Hlgh Street, London, W. 8.

PSYCHO-THERAPEUTIC SOCIETY, LTD., 26, RED LlOk 
1 SQUARE, LONDON, W.C. 1 (nearest Tube Station, Holbotni 
Free Healing, Moridays and Fridays, 2 to 5 p.m. ; Wednesdayt 

&5 to 8 p.m. Special Diagnosis,- Fridays, by appointment (smalj 
’fee according to means). In 1916 nearly 2,000 treatmenls wer, 
given with excellent résults. Donations earnestly solicited, an(¡ 
membership (£1 Is. per anrium) invited, entitling free admission

■ lectures and use of large library. A.pply, Hon. Sec.

M Pidesires to advise her friends that
AVALO. A Avl\Avl ghfe has removed from t?!, Fdg- ' ■
ware Road, W., to 46, Stockwell Park Crescent, Claphamj S.W.; j' 
also that she has a few open dates for 1917 for Clairvoyance 
and Psychometry, and is now booking dates for 1918.

she has removed from 171, w^SIX WONDERFUL BOOKS, rAll Rá’rV irncrAnl- Q YX7 • -f ’
CLAIRVOYANCE AND CRYSTAL GAZING. 
PRACTICAL PSYCHOMETRY
MEDICAL HYPNOTISM AND SUGGESTION. ’ , ,., 
HOW TO CONVERSE WITH SPIRIT FRIENDS. 
PERSONAL MAGNET1SM AND WILL POWER. 
TABLE RAPPING AND AUTOMATIC WRITING.

Price 6d. each, post free 7d. N.B. Each book contatos a full course of fessón*. 
Áddress all orders to -,y

A. VERNER, 15, VERNON Street, BOLTON, ENGLAND.

RE-MAK1ÑG YOURSELF.
Each has the power of entirely re-creating himself, according to 

his desire. His life, too, m<iy be built to order, and happiness the ’ 
rule, not the exceptiori. the secret is containcd in “ Every Man a 
Creator,”’one of the Little and Good series. Send to-day, ls. 4d., 
and commence the work. The Talismán Publishing Institute, ;• 
Harrogate.

x

£■
NEUROPATHY.

Mr, JOSEPH CLOW, who has successfully practised the above for over thirty 
years. has fully proved his power to vitalizc and cure the whole nervous systexn, 
as well as the brain itself. in the followiné cases Mental cases, chronic or other- 
wise; Hallucinajions, etc.; Collapse oí the Nervous System, from whatever cause, 
can always, at once, be assisted by this treatment, when massaée, batteries, and 
drugs are of no aVail 4 also Neuralgia, Sciatica, Neuritis, Paralysis, Brain-fag.

Neuropathy is a method of treatment based on the natural law of the nervous 
system, and therefore especially adapted to the above cases. Mr. Joseph Clow can 
be consulted on Mondar, Wednesday or Friday Afternoons, from 2 to 6 o dock, at 
1, Westbourne Park Road, nearly opposite Royal Oak Railway Station- 

A VISIT TO BRÍGHTON 
is incomplete 

tndess you give ihe Eminent Phr-nolog sis a cali, 

Professor and Mrs. J. MILLOTT SEVERN.
68, West Street «nd Wes! Pier, Daily.

25 Years’ Practical Experience.■ T

‘^ POAL-SAVING, ROOM-WARMING, OR COOKING IN- 
; VENTIONS should now be Patented promptly, ready to 

meet the great demand that will commence in September, to 
’ _ __ ' „ . ’ * * ' . Post rough descrip-

tion of any invention, addressed to Mr. Alfred William Turna, 
Patent-Agent, 37, Murdock Road, Handsworth, Birmingham.'

Price, One Penny. Post Free, Three Halfpence. & cope with&the coming coal-famine pnces.
ESTABLISHED 1887. rvf anw inwn+inn aririrpcopri -i-n KTr

THE TWO WORLDS,,
The People’s Popular Spiritualist Paper. -Aj

Edited by J. J. MORSE. ' . ¿
“ The Two Worlds ” is acknowledged as the newspáper of

Spiritualist Movement in Great Britain. - . ,. _ ,, . ,. - ,
Its literary contributors include the brightest minds in the,. Rights oj; some practocalimluable invention; onlapphcaüon by 

«ni,. CrúyifriaiittTn letter addressed, Mr. Alfred William Turner, Patent-Agent, 37,
' IfccontaPns, w^k by week, all the'news of the Cause. Murdock Road; Handsworth, Birmingham (Est. 1875).

It is-fully abreást of all things interesting to liberal minded andr; _ 
progressive Spiritualists everywhere.

’ One Year, Postage Paid, 6s. 6d. to all Countries.
Office: 18, Corporatíon Street, Manchester *

TV

BUSINESS YOUNG MEN AND YOUNG WOMEN, with 
from ¿50 to ¿300 in hand for speculative investment, cu 

always purchase, either a share ni, or the complete Patent-

letter addressed, Mr. Alfred William Turner, Patent-Agent, 37,

The Harbinger of Light
117, Collins Street, Meíbourne.

• -The Leading Exponen l of the Spiritual Ehilosophy^ J 
í'n Australia.

Published Monthly. Subscription, per annum, post free,^ 
payable in advance—Commonwealth and New Zealand,< 
6s. 6d.; Great Britain, 78.; América, 1 dollar 75 cents? 
Single Copy, 6d.

A notable feature of the " Harbinger of Light ” is the pro- 
miñence given to the SCIENTIFIC ASPECT of Psychic Investi- 
gation, and the appearance in its columns of the latest pro- 
nouncements of the ablest minds of the day.

AZOT-H,
THE OCCULT MAGAZINE OF AMERICA:

PREPARED FOR THINKERS BY THINKERS. 
DEVOTED TO THE BEST IN 

Philosophy, Theosophy, Mysticism, Higher Thought, Psychic?. 
Research, Astrology, and Occultism.

Contributions by the best American Writers in their ííeld.

Published Monthly. Subscription, 15/-per ann. 7/6 six monthe? 
Send Subscriptions by Post Qffice Order direct to the 

Azoth Publishing Company, 1,400, Broadway, 
New York City, U.S.A.

KNIFE CLEANING /
THING OF THE PASl

The Cutjery of the Elite.

burnt dunng Sittings, ‘Occult 
Studics, etc., devéleos will- 
power, concentration, mag- 
netic forces. Powerful occult 
effect. 2/3 per box (25 tablets)

R. H. T. NAYLOR, 
Broomhouse Cottage,
Sandygate, SheRield.

Write for list of Occult Goods.

F)QNALD GREGSON, Practical Psychologist, 
147, EDGWARE ROAD, HYDE PARK, LONDON, W. « 

GRAPHOLOGICAL, PHRENOLOGICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL^ 
and VOCAT1ON CONSULTATIONS daily freír’" 11 a.m. to 
8 p.m. Interesting Studies from Handwriting, Photographs, 
T a’t tA^o2S ^*r-,í..S?und ^gical advice on Health, CHARACTER, 
pondencfS’ BUSINESS> MARRIAGE, etc. ?Also by Corres-

. <• ■ ¿y ,<• ■!

themedal ‘Arcanum’ Dinner and Cheese KnM
are never cleaned ¡ha Machine ñor on a Board—tW 
only require washing ; are unaffected by Climate or Se*, 
air ; are not stained. by Vinegar or other Acids ; give í' 
no disagreeable odour when .cutting strong foods;^ 
therefore hygienic and are strongly. recommended 
the Medical profession for use in the sick room.

Unequalfed forjPresenta, “Arcanum” Tea Knives a Speclalib' 
Aletean, sharp hnife always ready for use. >

II unobtainable locally, mention this Gazette, and send posteará for partí culan^

JEFFERSON READ,
“ARCANUM” CUTLERY WORKS, AUGUSTA ST., BIRMIMÚÜ^

Printed for the International Psychic Gazette, Lrd>, by Bobby & Co., Ltd., Unión Crescent, Márgate.


